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MUN passes auditor general's report 
DUNCAN DE YOUNG 
Auditor General John Noseworthy(R) says the administrative staff at Memorial are often overpaid. 
BY DAVE WHALEN 
The full report some people in the 
government have waited years for 
has been released, but those expecting 
controversy may be disappointed. 
The provincial auditor general's re-
port was released on Jan 31 and fea-
tured a generally favourable review of 
Memorial University's financial sta-
tus. However, Auditor General John 
N oseworthy did voice concern over a 
number of inconsistencies in univer-
sity policy and practices. 
This is the first time the university 
has been subject to legislative audit by 
order of the office of the auditor gen-
eral. Since a 1993 amendment to the 
Memorial University Act stating that 
the university was not a Crown agency 
for purposes of the Auditor General's 
Act, the office has occasionally tried 
to audit the university but was unable 
to do so until now. 
Due to changes in provincial leg-
islation, Memorial will be included 
in the province's summary financial 
statements by March 31 of this year. 
The report brought with it 26 ma-
jor recommendations to Memorial, 21 
of which the university says it will ei-
ther take action upon or have already 
initiated. The university dismisses the 
other five as inconsistent with its es-
tablished practices or those of other 
Canadian universities. 
Noseworthy's principle concern is 
the disparity between pay rates of the 
university's administration and simi-
lar government positions. He cites the 
director of finance of the university, 
who oversees about $340 million, be-
ing paid more than the comptroller 
general of the province, who oversees 
about $4.8 billion. 
"That inconsistency is not necessar-
ily justified and that's true with sec-
retarial staff and all the administra-
tion," said Noseworthy. "I would argue 
that the administration of the univer-
sity should be treated no differently 
than the administration of the prov-
ince or any other corporation of the 
. " provmce. 
Noseworthy wants to make clear 
that his concern with the universi-
ty payroll does not extend to the aca-
demic faculty. 
RNC needs new blood 
BY KATIE HYSLOP 
Requests from St John's and 
Conception Bay South for an in-
creased police presence adds to the 
need for more Royal Newfoundland 
Constabulary recruits and an exten-
sion on Memorial's police program. 
Over half the current Royal 
Newfoundland Constabulary (RNC) 
officers are eligible for retirement in 
the next six years, which will result in 
increased recruitment and possibly in-
creased enrolment in Memorial's po-
lice studies program. 
"We're dealing with the influx of 
personnel that was hired in the ear-
ly 1980s," said RNC Deputy ChiefJoe 
Browne. "That population bubble is 
now moving through and therefore 
are eligible for retirement in the next 
number of years." IANVATCHER 
"That's coupled with the fact that 
until recently we haven't been doing 
any active recruiting ... for about 10 
years or so." 
Older RNC officers will soon retire, opening the door for many potential recruits. 
St John's City Council is consider-
ing asking the RNC for five officers 
and two patrol cars for the specific 
job of traffic enforcement exclusively 
in the city. The RNC currently patrols 
the Northeast Avalon, Corner Brook, 
and parts of Labrador with no officers 
posted to St John's exclusively. 
~ ,, 
"We're nowhere near the point 
where this is going to be happening 
yet," said Browne. "There's lots of dis-
cussions to take place with the City 
and with the government, but let's as-
sume that that thing does move for-
ward and all parties sign off on it. We 
would tell the City what the require-
ment is in terms of cost - how the City 
funds it will be entirely the City's de-
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However, Council overturned a 
motion to help fund a traffic unit di-
vision of the RNC for St John's during 
the meeting on Feb 6. Council mem-
bers could not be reached for com-
ment at press time. 
The town of Conception Bay South 
(CBS) has requested increased police 
presence for the more pressing need of 
preventing violence, vandalism, and 
theft in the town. Mayor Woodrow 
French and business owners have 
made public statements about the 
lack of police presence in their town. 
"We have one, maybe two squad 
cars and that depends on whether all 
the policemen on shift show up for 
duty," said French to the CBC. 
RNC recruitment is a lengthy pro-
"I am not questioning the academ-
ic freedom part where they need to be 
competitive in recruiting the appro-
priately trained professors," he said. 
"I think the university likes to put it 
in terms of the professors because it 
muddies it. I'm not questioning the 
hiring of professors. I'm saying the ad-
ministration should be consistent." 
Noseworthy believes university ac-
countability would be better ensured 
if the Department of Education played 
a bigger role in monitoring the finan-
cial practices of the university. 
"There are a number of things the 
Department is not doing," he said. 
"For example, they don't receive any 
quarterly financial statements, they 
don't check any of the salaries or com-
pensations provided to university offi-
cials, and they don't review policy." 
Memorial President Axel Meisen 
disagrees with this portion of 
Noseworthy's assessment. He em-
phasizes the nature of the Memorial 
University Act allows the university 
to spend its revenue - government-
funded or otherwise - autonomous-
ly and without the approval of the 
Department of Education. 
"To put the salary structure of the 
university into the same salary struc-
ture of the public service is not appro-
priate," said Meisen. "The university 
is constituted as an autonomous in-
stitution - that's what the Memorial 
University Act says and that's what 
the acts say of pretty well every other 
university in the country." 
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cess of applications, physical and men-
tal aptitude tests, and even a pre-em-
ployment polygraph test . Those who 
pass these rigorous tests and meet 
MUN entry requirements can enter 
the police studies program, a three-se-
mester program designed by the RN C 
and MUN. Graduates of the program 
are then recruited to the RNC. 
"We were given a three-year fund-
ing envelope to make this happen and 
we're currently recruiting the third-
year group, who will enter university 
in September coming when the middle 
class comes out," said Browne. 
The first graduating class of the pro-
gram produced 28 graduates, all of 
whom joined the RNC immediately 
after graduation. The force will not 
be overrun by rookie officers, how-
ever, as new recruits must spend their 
first year under the direction of coach 
officers, while those eligible for re-
tirement are not likely to take it right 
away. 
"It's more likely that people will 
stay beyond their eligible date and 
[in] this case that means 25 years," 
said Browne. 
"We tend to find that people are 
staying at least a couple of more years 
beyond that, so retirements are gen-
erally 27, 28 years - sometimes be-
yond that." 
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Labrador Institute 
lacks director for 11 
months 
BY SHEENA GOODYEAR 
Although the last director quit almost 
a year ago, the Labrador Institute is 
having a hard time finding someone 
who will represent the interests of 
both Labrador and Memorial. 
The Institute, which has served as 
Memorial 's connection to Labrador 
since the '70s, has sought a new di-
rector since Tim Borlase resigned last 
March. But, out of the many who ap-
plied, nobody has proved up to the 
task. 
"[We're] looking for both peo-
ple who have some experience with 
Labrador but also, ideally, this uni-
versity," said Michael Collins, chair 
of the search committee. "You've 
got to have a foot in both Memorial 
and Labrador and it's difficult to find 
[someone] who feels at home in both 
places." 
Collins says Labrador is a complex 
area to understand. It has a small 
population of about 30,000 but is geo-
graphically large and ethnically di-
verse. 
Last year, the committee short-
listed three candidates for the job. 
They made public presentations in 
St John's and Happy Valley-Goose 
Bay. However, in the end, the com-
mittee didn't feel comfortable hiring 
any of them. 
Collins believes the committee will 
have more luck this time around. He 
says CBC coverage got word out to 
more people. The committee is look-
ing at about 10 applications now. 
Michael Collins 
SHEENA GOODYEAR 
The new director will have the 
difficult task of building communi-
cations between academics and the 
Institute. 
The Institute facilitates research in 
Labrador, but Program Co-ordinator 
Martha MacDonald says researchers 
often come to the mainland without 
contacting the Institute. 
"If we know that people are coming 
in to do research, then there's more 
of collaboration and that works real-
ly well," she said. 
Labrador is a research hot spot for 
Memorial, with studies in linguis-
tics, anthropology, archaeology, bi-
ology, and earth sciences. But, the 
Institute's mandate also includes 
using Memorial resources to help 
Labradorians. 
The Institute partners with the 
College of the North Atlantic (CNA) 
in a transfer program that allows 
Labradorians to do their first year of 
post-secondary at CNA campuses in 
Goose Bay and Labrador City. 
"People from small communities, 
particularly native ones, find it diffi-
cult to move away from home without 
family support," said Collins. '"TI1e 
more you can provide in or close to 
their own community, the better." 
'They also have a nursing out-
reach program where students from 
Northern Labrador complete the 
first two years of a nursing diplo-
ma in Goose Bay and finish the de-
gree at Sir Wilfred Grenfell College 
in Corner Brook. 
MacDonald feels that professionals 
who come to Labrador rarely stay, but 
that the Labrador Institute can pro-
vide an opportunity to train people 
who likely would. 
"It does seem true that the short-
ages of health professionals and so-
cial workers and teachers would best 
be addressed by sort of [growing] our 
own," said MacDonald. 
Memorial prof to head humanities federation 
Noreen Golfman 
stacks up another 
important title 
BY SHAWN HAYWARD 
One of Memorial's best-known pro-
fessors has another accomplishment 
to add to her resume. 
Noreen Golfman, associate dean of 
Graduate Studies and an English pro-
fessor at Memorial, was named presi-
dent of the Federation of Humanities 
and Social Sciences (FHSS) recently. 
The Federation represents thou-
sands of scholars across Canada and is 
responsible for obtaining government 
funding for humanities and social sci-
ence research. Golfman will assume 
the position in November of 2006. 
'Tm excited, a bit overwhelmed," 
said Golfman. ''I've been part of the 
Federation board and for the last two 
years the executive, so I know what 
I'm getting into. But, it's a big respon-
sibility." 
Golfman singles out the need to ac-
quire greater federal funding as the 
Federation's primary challenge. 
"Increasingly, [humanities and 
social sciences] have been underre-
sourced in universities," said Golfman. 
"Even though our professoriate repre-
sents the majority in Canadian cam-
puses, we get the least amount of re-
search funding." 
According to Golfman, this is part-
ly because the FHSS's research is of-
ten ignored in Ottawa. 
"It's really hard getting political at-
tention focused on the research we do, 
which is not necessarily as applicable 
[as science or technology research]," 
said Golfman. "We have to try harder 
to make the case for why what we are 
doing is important for social good." 
As president of the FHSS, Golfman 
will constantly deal with the federal 
government. She is concerned about 
the new Conservative regime, though. 
She feels social science and humani-
ties research is far from a priority of 
Think again. 
the Conservative agenda. 
However, Golfman and the 
Federation will still make their best 
efforts to build a positive relation-
ship with the new Industry Minister 
Maxime Bernier. 
"We now have a new industry min-
ister whose [interests] we're just try-
ing to identify," said Golfman. "Of 
course, what happens is the staff also 
gets shuffled around ... much of our 
work is spent on the Hill lobbying, so 
we have a lot of homework to do." 
Besides its primary function of se-
curing grants for research, the FHSS 
is also concerned with facilitating co-
operation and interaction within the 
fields of humanities and social sci enc-
es. Golfman plans on extending this 
network internationally. 
"It has happened at the higher levels 
of the executive," said Golf man. "But, 
we want to internationalize [the con-
gress] a bit more to bring people from 
the UK, Asia, and South America." 
A mentoring program for new ac-
ademics is also on Golfman's agenda, 
which will occur in conjunction with 
participating universities. 
"Unless you have a formal struc-
ture for new faculty ... you tend to 
leave them on their own and just hope 
they learn the ropes the way we did," 
she said. "That's not necessarily the 
best way to integrate new scholars into 
academia." 
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MUNSU VP Finance Mike Lovell, the self-proclaimed sexiest man on campus. 
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Breezeway 
Smoking ban may 
explain lower profits 
at student bar 
BY ]AMIE FREEMAN 
The Breezeway has seen a recent 
slowdown on Thursday nights, the 
usual moneymaker for the student 
bar. But, the students' union says 
things aren't looking that bad. 
"We're doing about the same as we 
were this time last year," said Mike 
Lovell, MUNSU VP finance, as he 
leafed through The Breezeway's lat-
est financial statements. "We might 
even make a profit by the end of the 
term." 
Today, though, The Breezeway 
runs a deficit and Lovell thinks the 
province's smoking ban may be re-
sponsible. 
"We've got a great patio ... with 
eight doors," Lovell said. "[But] 
there's no smoking on patios." 
In a Dec 6, 2004 statement to 
the House of Assembly, provincial 
Health Minister John Ottenheimer 
unveiled plans for an "aggressive 
attack against tobacco." He made 
it clear that the province intend-
ed to ban smoking in indoor pub-
lic places. 
But, it was unclear whether or not 
the smoking ban would also apply to 
outdoor public places like bar decks 
and patios. 
In February 2005 the government 
held six public consultations to let 
bar owners express their frustra-
tions with the new law and the ex-
pected revenue losses. 
Sometime during those talks 
government decided to extend the 
proposed legislation to both indoor 
areas and their adjoining outdoor 
patios so bars without patios would 
not have an unfair disadvantage. 
Since the smoking ban came into 
effect on July 1, 2005 The Breezeway's 
patio has been smoke-free. 
Lovell also cites increased 
beer prices and cover charges on 
Thursday nights as possible rea-
sons why The Breezeway's revenues 
have slumped. Beer costs have been 
climbing province-wide over the last 
year, so prices have risen to make up 
for that cost. 
"Wednesday is now our biggest 
night," said Lovell, referring to the 
popular open mike. 
Overstaffing may also be hurting 
profits. "Sometimes, we have more 
staff [working] than there are peo-
ple in the bar," Lovell said. 
However, he says the extra staff 
help to create a comfortable and se-
cure atmosphere for patrons. 
"We want people to feel safe [at 
The Breezeway]," said Lovell. 
To make up the difference, The 
Breezeway has tried to diversify its 
customer base by selling food during 
the day and creating a different at-
mosphere for Wednesday, Thursday, 
and Friday nights. MUNSU is also 
considering adding wireless Internet 
and Xbox video consoles to give cus-
tomers more options. 
Lovell thinks it would be nice to 
see more students frequenting The 
Breezeway, if only just to hang out. 
He emphasizes that The Breezeway 
belongs to students and that they 
should make the most of it. 
Citing himself as a good example, 
Lovell said, 'Tm in the Breezeway 
probably more than I am in class." 
With files from Alex Bill 
Revenue reporting, travel claims dog report Teach English I 
Overseas I 
DUNCAN DE YOUNG 
Auditor General John Noseworthy 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
Meisen insists that to remain ac-
ademically competitive on a nation-
al and international level the univer-
sity cannot be constrained to the pay 
rates of Crown agencies. 
"Our market is other universities. 
That is without any question true on 
the academic level and that's true 
without any question on the academic 
administrative level," he said. 
The report also cites minor irreg-
ularities in areas such as revenue re-
cording, travel claims, and capital 
asset ledgers. For example, between 
April 1, 2002 and Dec 31, 2004 five ad-
ministrative travel claims were over-
paid by a total of $6,s76. 
The report also found that the uni-
versity did not always comply with the 
Public Tender Act for goods and ser-
vices costing more than $10,000. 
MUNSU President Cletus Flaherty 
is encouraged by the review but ex-
presses concern over some of the dis-
crepancies. 
"I was happy that it was actually 
done. The university, for years, has 
resisted any kind of in-depth finan-
cial review," he said. 
However, Flaherty added: "I found 
it surprising that the Board of Regents 
were found to have broken a few of 
their own rules over their own spend-
... ·. • ---· 
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ing. You get to see what the adminis-
tration prioritizes in terms of spend-
ing. Hopefully, with a spotlight on 
the spending practice, the university 
can begin to put an immediate slow 
or total freeze upon the ever-balloon-
ing payroll budget of the administra-
tion." 
Despite the irregularities, 
Noseworthy was optimistic about the 
stability and sustainability of the uni-
versity's finances: 
"We didn't find anything critically 
wrong. We found room for improve-
ment in certain areas and made rec-
ommendations. Overall, I would give 
the university a passing grade." 
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Co-ops off er options for fishing industry 
Petty Harbour, Fogo 
Island work together 
to produce fish 
BY f OHN MATCHIM 
Fishing is a traditional way of life 
in Newfoundland and Labrador, but 
it's in trouble, particularly as large-
scale producers scale back their op-
erations. Yet some thoughtful fishers 
have taken grassroots approaches to 
saving their industry. 
Fishery Products International 
(FPI), the company that owns many 
of the fish plants around the island, 
has recently tried to restructure its 
operations, which poses a threat to 
some fishing communities. 
Gus Etchegary, a long-time fish-
eries' advocate and former head of 
FPI, says the basic problem is mis-
management. 
"We have failed to manage our re-
source," he said. He blarpes the feder-
al government and their mishandling 
of the fishery since Confederation. 
"They were ignorant of the fact that 
this was a huge diversified resource 
and that we had this tremendous in-
vasion of foreign activity." 
Since the cod moratorium, many 
rural communities have struggled 
to cope with the change in indus-
try. Some have been unable to keep 
their fish plants open, such as Englee, 
Harbour Breton, and Trepassey. 
Last spring, FPI approached the 
provincial government with a re-
quest to setup an income trust of its 
American marketing arm, Ocean 
Cuisine. This would raise capital 
to fund fish plant upgrades and pay 
down debts. 
More recently, FPI has stated it will 
no longer process groundfish, leaving 
workers in communities on the Burin 
Peninsula without a secure source of 
employment. 
With such uncertainty in the fish-
ing industry, some communities like 
Fogo Island and Petty Harbour have 
decided to process and market their 
Fishing co-ops, while risky ventures, often put communities in charge of their own futures. 
fish through community-owned co-
operatives. 
Begun in 1967, during the 
Smallwood resettlement programs, 
the Fogo Island Co-operative Society 
was created to both harvest and pro-
cess fish caught by Pogo's residents. 
With no competition on Fogo fo r fish, 
the co-op has been able to survive for 
over 30 years with three fish plants 
p rocessing crab, groundfish , pelagics 
(herring and capelin), and shrimp. 
In an industry that places much 
emphasis on competition, few fish 
harvesters and communities have de-
cided to follow suit. 
"You're talking about people co-
operating to a degree where no one 
gets anymore than the other - that's 
a heavy concept to a lot of people," 
said Wayne Cull administrative as-
sistant with the co-operative. 
Cull notes the advantage of co-op-
eratives in their local ownership and 
democratic control. However, they 
are often viewed with suspicion be-
cause they are seen as thriving on 
government subsidies. 
"1bat preconception does exist, but 
we fund our business like any other -
through bank loans," said Cull. 
Tom Best, presiden t of the Petty 
Harbour Fishermen's Co-op, 
agrees. 
"We built the whole operation 
from the ground up ... because we're 
fishermen ourselves and we're try-
ing to take the bull by the horns," 
he said. 
Started by Petty Harbour's inshore 
fishermen in 1984, it was initially cre-
ated to market, harvest, and process 
codfish. It has been forced to change 
though and now processes crab. 
For Best, the co-op is not only a 
locally owned business - it is a sym-
bol of fishermen's strength in not de-
pending on private operators to pro-
JUSTIN MADOL 
cess and market their fish. 
"1be only way that we could con-
trol the processing side of things 
was to do it ourselves," he said. "The 
people who got involved were deter-
mined and there was a strong unity 
of purpose and concern about these 
fishing v illages." 
Etchegary, however, remains skep-
tical about the use of co-operatives 
to solve the problems of the prov-
ince's fishery. 
"I know how much money has 
been pumped into those places to 
keep them alive - they're heavily sub-
sidized," he said. 
Simon Fraser prepares to privatize student services 
BY AMANDA MCCUAIG 
BURNABY, B.C. (CUP) - Simon Fraser 
University's plan to privatize part of 
the university by partnering with the 
South Australian Institute of Business 
and Technology has sparked criticism 
from students and faculty. 
The Institute (IBT) approached 
Simon Fraser University (SFU) last fall 
proposing an agreement that would a 1-
low it to set up space on campus and 
help recruit international students. 
Some faculty and students were irked 
because they were not made aware of 
the agreement until now, while others 
have known for quite some time. 
"Here we are in the beginning of 
February 2006 and Jo and behold, the 
consultations have not been proficient 
and the faculty members are angry," 
said Derrick Harder, Simon Fraser 
Student Society's external relations of-
ficer. 
Last week an e-mail circulated to the 
SFU Faculty Association regarding the 
impending agreement. 
"The program that they have in place 
helps students make the transition from 
secondary to post-secondary educa-
tion and it looked intriguing," said VP 
Academic John Waterhouse in the e-
mail. "It relates to the whole question 
around our internationalization strat-
egy for the university." 
Waterhouse, who is spearheading 
the partnership, says it would help the 
university achieve its goal of having a 
10 per cent international undergradu-
ate population. But, students and fac-
ulty say it's about money. 
"'The reason thev are concerned about 
I 
international student enrolment is be-
cause they have made commitments 
based on the funding they receive from 
those students," said Harder. 
Currently, most international stu-
dents come from Hong Kong and 
Taiwan, but the agreement with IBT 
hopes to expand this. IBT is located 
in countries and continents across the 
globe and SFU would be the first North 
American university to enter into an 
agreement with them. 
Waterhouse says the partnership 
would save the university a lot of mon-
ey in international recruitment. 
"They have people, recruiters, in a 
large number of different countries, 
different continents, and so on. For 
a smaller institution like us to dupli-
cate that would be very expensive," he 
said. 
He also says IBT could improve edu-
cation for international students. 
"We discovered that when stu-
dents had finished the IBT program 
and transferred into a university with 
whom they are partners, their success 
rate is very good," he said. "The reason 
is that they're providing first-year stu-
dents with a lot more support." 
But, others are not convinced IBT is 
the solution SFU's inadequacies. 
"Originally •. one of the problems 
that was raised about retaining inter-
national students is that they come in 
with very poor English language skills 
and there are no programs up here to 
remedy that," said Kevin Tilley, stu-
sJnter . 
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dent senator. 
"IBT was marketed as a solution to 
this problem, but it turns out that in 
fact IBT doesn't specialize in English 
language training as much as it does to 
give them the skills to get their marks 
up to university level." 
"IBT will be piggybacking off of the 
existing English bridge program, which 
is already a service provided by the uni-
versity. So if this service already exists 
and it's not solving the problem, what 
makes us think that IBT is going to do 
that?" he said. 
The company would hire its own fac-
ulty from British Columbia, which may 
include SFU faculty. International stu-
dents would pay tuition directly to IBT 
with a percentage going to the univer-
sity. 
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Holy Heart of Mary is one high school scheduled for closure. However, unlike many, it will reopen. 
School revamp gets 
people hot, bothered 
Twenty-three schools 
proposed to be shut 
down, redesignated 
BY KATIE HYSLOP 
The Eastern School District reorga-
nization proposal inspires anger in 
some, but it is not a definite plan. 
A proposed school reorganization 
plan for the Eastern School District 
released in December called for the 
closure or redesignation of 23 schools 
in the district, which enraged par-
ents and the provincial education 
minister alike. 
"As far as I'm concerned, if you 
are going to do a report that is going 
to affect that many schools and that 
many children and that many fami-
lies, they should have been consulted 
with first," said Burke to the CBC. 
Some of the schools th~t are set 
for closure, redesignation, and ren-
ovation include St Michael's High, 
Booth Memorial High, Holy Heart of 
Mary High, Queen Elizabeth High, 
Laval, Roncalli Central High, and 
Carbonear Collegiate. 
The school community of Virginia 
Park Elementary, one of the schools 
proposed for redesignation from a 
K - 6 to a K - 3 school this year, has 
voiced its concern through the cre-
ation of a Save Our School commit-
tee. 
Committee Spokesperson Peter 
Whittle told VOCM that this is one 
in a list of attempts to scale down the 
size of the school. 
Others are more optimistic. Holy 
Heart of Mary as been recommend-
ed for closure in 2010, only to be 
torn down, rebuilt, and reopened. 
Former Holy Heart student and 
current third-year MUN student 
Dustin Rideout enjoyed his time in 
the school and is pleased it could re-
ceive a much-needed facelift. 
"No other school has the size of 
the gym, the aud.itorium, and offers 
the program that takes advantage of 
those aspects of the facilities," said 
Rideout. "There's a huge diversity of 
classes offered because of the facili-
ties. 1he theatre class wasn't actually 
taught in the gym or in a classroom, 
but in an auditorium." 
"It's a shame that they have to close 
down schools anywhere, but if that's 
what the economics come to I think 
Holy Heart would be the logical so-
lution to keep open." 
According to the Eastern School 
District, this report is not the final 
decision but the absolute maximum 
number of changes that could oc-
cur. The report was used as a start-
ing point from which 17 consultation 
meetings with parents and teachers 
were held in January. 
The ultimate decision to imple-
ment the plan is up to the Board of 
Trustees of the school board, who 
will present their final decision to the 
public by the end of March. 
Declining enrolment in grade 
schools and increased school board 
debt, which is estimated by Auditor 
General John Noseworthy to be as 
high as $52.8 million, have both tak-
en blame for the high number of pos-
sible school closures. But Darin King, 
chief executive officer for the board, 
says neither is the case. 
"The reorganization that we're en-
gaged in is not about raising mon-
ey for the school board," said King. 
"It's part of an ongoing basis to make 
sure that we're providing quality 
programs to the students in the dis-
trict. It's a normal process that we 
go through ... on a three- or four-
year basis." 
"Get a jump on 
your career ... 
while working 
Page 5 
on your degree." 
rograms 
Division of F-1 
Lifelong Learning 
bringing learning to life! 
(709) 737-7979 
www.mun.ca/lifelong/earning 
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New societies expose overlooked films, degrees 
BY KATIE HYSLOP 
MUN Asian Studies and MUN Horror 
and Exploitation Films societies are 
each less than a month old, but al-
ready their posters can be found across 
campus. 
The MUN Asian Studies Society 
was developed to promote and assist 
in the creation of an Asian studies mi-
nor at Memorial, one of the few uni-
versities in Canada that does not offer 
the program. All of the courses re-
quired for the minor are currently be-
ing taught on campus, but are housed 
under various faculties including reli-
gious studies and linguistics. 
"Besides courses that are currently 
being taught, there's a lot of room for 
more," said Nick McGee, of the MUN 
Asian Studies society. "Erofessor Lee 
Rainey of the religious studies de-
partment has offered to teach more 
Chinese courses, but so far they have 
not permitted her to do so. Linguistics 
Professor [Marni Kubota] of)apanese 
origins has offered to teach more 
Japanese courses." 
In addition, the society screened 
two Asian films on campus on Feb 6: 
The popular House Of Flying Daggers 
and the rarer Casshern, which is dif-
ficult to find anywhere in the prov-
ince. 
"Another aspect is bringing Asian 
culture to Memorial and to St John's 
and bringing many of the members of 
the societies, who are interested in this 
sort of thing, together," said McGee. 
The society, who is already 80 mem-
bers strong, has plans to work with 
professors and student representatives 
to assist in the planning and paper 
work involved in creating a new minor 
program at Memorial. 1bey are hoping 
that student pressure on the adminis-
tration will help the process along. 
. MUN Horror and Exploitation 
Films society (MUNHFS) has a less 
serious mandate than that of the MUN 
Asian society, focusing on the promo-
tion and understanding of the horror, 
exploitation, and cult film genres. It 
does not, however, make it a less viable 
society according to MUNSU. 
"The Horror Society - I just think 
it's kinda cool and I think coun-
cil agrees with me on that," said VP 
Internal Roger Drinkall. 
Gavin Chubbs, creatorofMUNHFS, 
decided to create the society when he 
noticed a large fan base for horror 
and cult cinema around campus, but 
no society or group that took advan-
tage of it. 
"I feel [horror, cult, and exploita-
tion films are] overlooked," he said. 
"At the moment it's just film show-
ings, but if more interest is shown ... 
there will probably be a need of peo-
ple to join and help out." 
The current theme of MUNHFS 
American students revive 
- . 
radical activist group 
BY RISH! HARGOVAN 
MONTREAL (CUP) - American 
activists are doing something they 
haven't done since the days of Martin 
Luther King, Jr. They are trying to 
relaunch Students For A Democratic 
Society, a radical student group most 
famous for its 1960s civil rights and 
anti-war activism. 
The group announced its inten-
tions in an Internet press release 
on Jan 16, Martin Luther King Day. 
They say there is a new need for a 
left-wing umbrella organization like 
Students For A Democratic Society 
(SDS). 
Patrick Korte, regional SDS co-or-
dinator and a senior at Stonington 
High School in Connecticut, says 
many of the Bush administration's 
policies have sparked the need for a 
student movement like the political 
climate of the '6os did. 
The group says existing groups in 
the US are not doing a good enough 
job of inspiring people to protest the 
Bush administration's policies. 
Thomas Good, a 47-year-old an-
archist and database programmer 
who is now SDS's regional co-or-
dinator for New York City, says the 
mainstream left is not meeting the 
needs of youth. 
Korte agrees, saying that frustra-
tion with the methods of the cur-
rent anti-war movement led him and 
friends to seek alternatives. 
"Even [groups] with large student 
components, students aren't call-
ing the shots," said Korte. "These 
groups aren't democratic. Students 
have no voice. 11 
Korte and other students were in-
spired by the original SDS and its vi-
sion of participatory democracy, so 
they de~ided to see whether anyone 
else had tried to do the same thing. 
Then, Korte stumbled across a 
message posted online by Good on 
a University Of Michigan message 
board. Korte contacted Good, who 
then contacted founding SDS mem-
ber Alan Haber. 
Good believes this cross-gener-
ational aspect gives the new incar-
IDWForum 
nation of SDS an advantage over 
the original. In the '6os, SDS had 
no links .with activists over 30 years 
old. 
"'vVe have something that the orig-
inal SDS didn't ·have," said Good. 
"Young people have access to veter-
an organizers who have experienced 
the repressive arm of the state." 
Good says the group has been 
getting a positive response, includ-
ing letters of support from original 
members of the SDS. 
Lillian Robinson, principal of 
Concordia's Simone De Beauvoir 
Institute and a member of SDS from 
1968 to 1971, says national co-ordi-
nation is vital for the success of the 
student movement. 
But, she cautions against an ide-
alized conception of the original or-
ganization, which fell apart due to 
internal differences only 10 years af-
ter its formation. 
"This is a rhetorical attempt most-
ly. To forget your history is a bad 
idea. To repeat your history slavishly 
is also a bad idea," Robinson said. 
HAKHTIYAR PEER 
As part of International Development Week, MUN Oxfam hosted an open forum to discuss potential in less 
developed countries. The forum, called Creating A Fairer World: Overseas And At Home, discussed overseas vol-
unteer placements and campaigning opportunities in Canada, among other topics. International Development 
Week tries to increase the awareness of the role many Canadians play in international development, to inform 
people about life in developing countries, and to show them. how they can become global citizens actively in-
volved in international development. 
screenings is Hillbilly Horror, a three-
part series that begins with Deranged 
on Feb 8, continues with The Texas 
Chainsaw Massacre (1974) on Feb 15, 
and concludes with the original The 
Hills Have Eyes to coincide with the 
remake coming to theatres at the end 
of February. 
CurrenUy, there are 87 societ-
ies and resource centres on campus, 
including the Aboriginal Resource 
Centre; the Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay 
and Transgendered folks at MUN 
(LBGT-MUN); the MUN Christian 
Fellowship; and the MUN Pagan 
Society. 
"I don't like turning down societ-
ies. I never like to turn them down. 
I always like to give them a chance," 
said Drinkall. 
"I look forward to any more new, 
positive societies. We don't let any-
body through, but we do allow al-
most everybody. It's free to create a 
Muslim 
• 
comics 
incite 
European 
hullabaloo 
BY LAURYN KRONICK 
ARHUS, DENMARK (CUP) - The 
12 infamous comics depicting the 
prophet Mohammed originally pub-
lished in Denmark's fyllands-Posten 
were reprinted in a French newspa-
per last Wednesday. 
The comics were reprinted in 
France Soir to demonstrate that there 
was no intention of being racist or 
discriminating against Muslims, ac-
cording to the paper's editor Serge 
Faubert. 
"Some are funny, others less so. 
That's it. That is why we have decid-
ed to publish them," wrote Faubert 
in a commentary. "No, we will nev-
er apologize for being free to speak, 
to think, and to believe." 
The comics sparked riots, threats, 
and boycotts in Denmark. Last week 
a bomb threat at the Jyllands-Posten 
office in Arhus prompted an evacu-
ation of all staff. 
According to Jyllands-Posten, 
a man speaking "broken English" 
called their Arhus branch and im-
plied there was a bomb on the pre-
misies. Staff returned to work af-
ter bomb-sniffing dogs scoured the 
area. 
But, France Soir has yet to receive 
backlash from any Muslim media, 
authority, or government. 
Jyllands-Posten's has since apolo-
gized for printing the comics. But, 
signs boycotting Danish products 
are still posted in Muslim food stores 
and Denmark's flag continues to be 
set ablaze in countries across the 
world. 
society, [but] you are not guaranteed 
a room if you become a society. You 
are not guaranteed money if you be-
come a society. You really have to do 
the work." 
Societies must be approved by coun-
cil before they can be recognized and 
must be recognized for two semesters 
until they can be ratified. A ratified so-
ciety requires a set executive and con-
stitution, plus council approval. Only 
when a society is ratified will it receive 
$90 per semester from MUNSU, but 
due to space shortage society rooms 
on campus are not guaranteed. 
"It should really put emphasis on 
the university to get more spaces for 
students," said Drinkall. 
MUNHFS screenings are held 
Wednesday nights at 7:00 pm in C-3033. 
For more information on MUNHFS 
e-mail gavinkc@gmail.com. For more 
info on the Asian Studies Society, e-
mail nmcgee@gmail.com. 
STUDY IN EUROPE ON $45 A DAY 
Explore Europe's heartland· 4 weeks in Prague from July 1-30, 2006 
Earn 2 course credits that can be applied to Cdn/US university degrees 
Visiting lectures by an international body of distinguished scholars 
Historical site visits (e.g., Dresden, Auschwitz/Krakow) 
Suited to Arts, Humanities, Political Science, Religious Studies and 
International Relations Students 
Apply for a scholarship on line: www.Lessinglnstitute.com 
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Cross-Canada photo 
exhibit exposes 
overseas AIDS crisis 
BY KATE WEBB 
VICTORIA (CUP) - Lucas Robinson 
showed a photo of a young, giggling 
African child struggling to fit a con-
dom over a large wooden penis to a 
group of University of Victoria stu-
dents at his Jan 26 photo exhibit 
called AIDS: Picture Change. 
"It's okay to laugh," he said while 
showing the photo. "Sex as a topic 
and HIV/AIDS can be a bit uncom-
fortable." 
But, nobody laughed. They were 
too focused on the life and death re-
ality running through the photo-
graph. 
The cross-Canada exhibit fea-
tures photographs by PhotoSensitive, 
a group of leading Canadian pho-
tojournalists who decided to raise 
awareness by documenting the AIDS 
crisis. 
Robinson visited Kenya, 
Mozambique, Ethiopia, India, and 
Cambodia in the spring of 2005 with 
the group of eight photographers. He 
says interacting with the children was 
an uplifting experience. He remem-
bers the sex education lesson featured 
in the photograph as comedic. 
"It was hilarious at first and lots 
of people laughed,'' he said. "It's not 
easy to put a condom on a big wood-
. " en pems. 
By the end of the lesson, the stig-
ma had worn off. "The youth were 
giving each other critiques of their 
ability to put the condom on," he said, 
laughing. 
The photo was shown in a subgroup 
of the exhibit called "Knowledge." 
Other categories represented in the 
exhibit included health, partnership, 
family, resilience, dignity, rights, and 
play. 
"The goal is to interest people in 
the HIV/AIDS crisis through photog-
raphy," said Robinson. "This project 
is awareness-raising, first and fore-
most." 
One of Robinson's favourite pho-
tographs is a little girl eating nutri-
tionally fortified dried noodles be-
cause, he says, basic nutrition is such 
an obstacle in the fight against HIV/ 
AIDS. 
Another shot displays a scene with 
a group of three young boys hold-
ing hands and laughing, one with his 
fly undone and another doing what 
Robinson calls the "pee-pee dance." 
This, to him, illustrates the univer-
sal applicability of the problems they 
face as children. 
"They're optimistic about the fu-
ture," he said. "They'll say Tm going 
to be a doctor when I grow up,' they 
don't say 'Oh, I'd like to.' They have 
the same belief we ~o - that you can 
do whatever you want to." 
But, Robinson also has an urgent 
sense of the need facing populations 
ravaged by HIV and AIDS. 
"In some areas of sub-Saharan 
Africa, infection rates are as high as 
30 per cent," he said. "The King of 
Swaziland has talked about the ex-
tinction of his people. We just have to 
act faster than we have been." 
Robinson says the lack of educa-
tion and the prevalence of myths sur-
rounding contraceptives are large-
ly to blame. He says many people in 
Third World countries believe con-
dom use is futile because the man-
ufacturers poke holes in their prod-
ucts or that the condoms themselves 
are actually contaminated with the 
virus. 
"Communities are so bright when 
given the resources and so creative 
when given the opportunity to take 
on a challenge like this," he said. "I 
just think we're not giving them the 
opportunity." 
The solution, Robinson says, will 
require an unprecedented response 
on the part of more developed coun-
tries. 
"We [in Canada] have infection 
rates way below one per cent and 
that's a clear indication that we know 
what to do,'' he said, citing the avail-
ability of fruit and protein sources 
to keep immune systems healthy, 
readily accessible testing for sexual-
ly transmitted diseases, and access to 
anti-retroviral drugs as the reason for 
low Western infection rates. 
One remedy on the horizon is the 
development of microbicides, a gel 
that eliminates the HIV virus simi-
lar to the way spermicide kills sperm. 
Women would be able to use the gel 
to protect themselves without their 
partners knowing about it. 
However, researchers estimate 
microbicides are still five to seven 
years away from being available to 
the public. 
'Tm optimistic that we're moving 
faster now than we ever have before. 
We're just not moving fast enough 
yet," Robinson said. 
To see the entire AIDS: Picture 
Change exhibit visit www.picture-
change.ca. 
News February 9, 2006 
Winter Carnival 
BAKHTIYAR PEER 
The talent show is just one of the many events happening during Winter Carnival. The carnival began on Mon-
day, Feb 6 and will continue until Feb 10. 
At the University Bookstore 
Get Tbe Most Out Of Memorial! 
I 
Canadian University Press hosts an annual conference to provide an opportunity for the jou.rn<?-lists J photographers J 
and designers of Canada1s student press to meet discuss, and learn. The six-day conference features speakers, 
workshops) and all kinds of great stuff from experienced professionals. 
The Muse would like to thank the sponsors who allowed us to send staff to Toronto to participate in SPIN! 2006, 
Without your help 1 we wouldn 1t have made it there. 
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This has been a bad month for the uni-
versity. 
The news that Ron Hynes was ad-
dicted to crack when Memorial pre-
sented him with an honorary degree 
s~ems trivial in comparison to the 
university's other blunders. 
First on the list is the harassment 
issue involving the late Deepa Khosla. 
The university did not adequately act 
on Professor Khosla's concerns and 
scores of people aren't happy about it. 
Khosla's stroke may have had nothing 
to do with her stress, but you'll never 
convince her family otherwise. 
Memorial's ill luck continued with 
the Supreme Court decision on Wanda 
Young. The court awarded Young over 
$800,000 in a lawsuit about a bad re-
port to Child Protection Services. That 
amount will grow once her legal fees 
are taken into consideration. 
The court's ruling was unanimous 
and quite harsh against Memorial. It 
showed that the appeal court deci-
sion in Memorial's favour was little 
more than a fluke and that the uni-
versity didn't have a good case to be-
gin with. 
The next bit of news is the most 
damaging of all. Last week, CBC's 
The National aired a three-part se-
ries on the work of Dr Ranjit Chandra 
which exposed many of his studies 
as fraudulent. The Muse will further 
inform students of the Dr Chandra 
issue with our continuing coverage 
next week, but for now all you need 
to know is that the university knew 
something was up but did nothing to 
rectify the errors. 
Ask Memorial executives and they 
will tell you otherwise. Memorial 
President Axel Meisen was upset by 
the CBC's coverage and tried to argue 
the university's case on Here & Now. 
Who wouldn't be upset by coverage 
l ~~. ~~ ~~aif~l? '~~~e~ 
that has academics across the globe 
saying Memorial is an institution 
slack on academic fraud and that its 
research funding will likely dry up? 
After The National's three-part se-
ries was complete, a family friend 
called and jokingly asked when 
Axel Meisen would be resigning. 
Memorial's reaction may not be that 
extreme, but certainly after every-
thing that has gone wrong you can't 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
An open 
letter to Axel 
Meisen 
Dear Dr Meisen, 
In recent weeks there has been a 
series of reports by The Telegram, 
The Muse, the CBC, and VOCM 
about Memorial University. In 
an article involving me in The 
Telegram on Jan 15 there was men-
tion of a complaint I filed with 
the Newfoundland Human Rights 
Commission. There is an issue 
about the security at Memorial in 
these complaints. 
I am sure everyone has been 
touched by Dr Khosla's death. 
I came to know about it only 
through the information sent 
by Memorial's Marketing and 
Communications. I did not know 
that she was going through hell; 
otherwise, I could have offered her 
some help. 
This is because I went through 
extreme harassment myself even 
though I am not a female, which 
shows how male faculty members 
can also get harassed on this 
campus. I do not consider the value 
of a male faculty member less than 
that of a female. Anyone can meet 
death in the type of harassment 
that prevails in this university. 
Why did it take the administra-
tion so long to realize that it need-
ed an external investigation? Was 
the administration worried about 
a cover-up? Did the administra-
tion itself have some direct or in-
direct roles in the harassments? Is 
there a problem with the investiga-
tion mechanism of the administra-
tion? Only a fair investigation can 
answer these questions. 
My constructive suggestions are as 
follows: 
i. Widen the scope of the investi-
gation to include reports of harass-
ment towards male as well as fe-
male faculty members. I know of 
three female and two male facul-
ty members (including myself) of 
lndian origin that have been ha-
rassed by the university commu-
nity. 
2. Provide legal funds to those who 
have been harassed so they can get 
their own independent lawyers to 
participate in the investigation. 
3. Stop the harassment of faculty 
members immediately that is cur-
rently ongoing. 
Anand M. Sharan 
Vegans call 
off world 
takeover 
I was disappointed to see The Muse 
take up the subject of vegetarian-
expect everyone to keep their jobs. 
But, Memorial has opted to spew 
out the usual rhetoric in a lame de-
fence of their practices. It has some of 
the hallmarks of the Catholic excuses 
for the Christian Brothers scandals. 
Memorial says the school's insurer 
kept pushing the Wanda Young case -
as if it had no control over the case in 
which it was a defendant. That same 
excuse didn't fly so well when our re-
ism again, this time with a full two-
page feature (in Volume 56, Issue 
16). Again, The Muse portrays vege-
tarians as aspiring to somehow rid 
the world of meat eaters. 
I am a vegan and I have never 
tried to convince anyone else to be-
come a vegetarian. I don't appreci-
ate the comment that vegans "are 
set to rid the world of meat eaters 
through vegan and raw food diets:' 
I have written several letters to 
The Muse complaining about this, 
all of which were too long to be 
printed. Lacking space to address 
other false or derogatory state-
ments made about vegetarianism 
in The Muse, I would like to make 
it known that vegans are not on a 
mission to rid the world of meat 
eaters. Furthermore, most every-
thing The Muse has printed about 
the subject has been wrong or mis-
leading and is an unfair portrayal of 
vegetarians. 
I wish The Muse would drop 
this subject, since I am sick of call-
ing bullshit on them. I don't know 
where their information comes 
from - my guess is nowhere - but 
I believe their misunderstanding 
is due either to a lack of knowledge 
about vegetarianism and veganism 
or possibly just a general contempt 
for vegetarians, especially vegans. 
Why don't they check these things 
out before printing them? 
They could have asked me, 
"What's up with the plan to rid 
the world of meat eaters?" I mean, 
that sounds like something that 
would concern people. Then again, 
they could just be keeping up the 
Memorial tradition of publishing 
things whether or not they are true. 
That would not surprise me. 
Anyway, it is probably best that 
... ss:::c ;a;:::;::: 
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vered religious leaders tried to use it, 
so why should it work for Memorial 
now? 
The university's defence in the 
Khosla situation is that they didn't 
know about it. Meisen says he only 
knew of two incidents and that he act-
ed upon them accordingly. The uni-
versity's sexual harassment advisor 
says she knew nothing about the issue 
at all. Yet, the complaints were made 
and a stalker was identified. I can hear 
Alphonsus Penny now saying he knew 
nothing about Christian Brothers as-
saulting young boys. 
The final parallel is, of course, the 
hypocrisy. In defence of Memorial's 
decision not to take action against 
Dr Chandra, Jack Strawbridge, the 
director of faculty relations, told the 
CBC: "[We] could be looking at a very, 
very large lawsuit. And the university 
would want to be sure it was on firm 
footing before it took any disciplin-
ary action." 
It didn't matter so much with 
Wanda Young though, did it? 
Just like when the Catholic Church 
was hit with its own scandals, 
Memorial has no defence for its ac-
tions and has lost respect. It will lose 
more than that if steps aren't taken 
to ensure these mistakes don't hap-
pen again. 
The fact that no one at the uni-
versity is being held accountable for 
these mistakes is outrageous. If this 
were the government, people would 
be fired. If this were a large private 
company, people would be fired faster. 
If this were the Congo, people would 
be shot. 
The university has to do something 
to recover its reputation. Standing 
around saying "It wasn't our fault" 
is not it. 
Alex Bill 
The Muse staff stick to writing about 
things they have a greater knowl-
edge of, like blowjob instructions. 
Django Malone 
Cartoon 
problems 
not just in 
Europe 
There are many who strongly dis-
agree with the recent cartoon that 
unfavourably depicts the Islamic 
prophet Mohammed published 
in some European newspapers. 
These cartoons are called insensi-
tive, disrespectful, and even out-
rageous. 
I encourage those who de-
nounce these cartoons to also ex- · 
press their objection and distaste 
for Nick McGee's latest "Neurotic" 
cartoon (in The Muse, Volume 56, 
Issue 16). That comic irreverently 
depicts Jes us - who Christians call 
the Son of God and the Prince of 
Peace - as using nonsensical vio-
lence, implying that Jesus's great-
ness is demonstrated in such an 
act. 
I find the cartoon offensive 
to Christians and, considering 
a sizable amount of campus is 
Christian, I doubt I am alone. I 
kindly ask Mr McGee to consider 
the impact of his cartoon and to 
offer an apology. 
Andrew Nussey 
_____ ., _________ --~ 
~-~- ------- ...----..---- ---- - .. . -
• • 
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The new Bible: es us 4 life 
Modern translations 
keep the Bible fresh 
and relevant 
BY ADAM GAUMONT 
EDMONTON (CUP) - As anyone 
who's tried to read the Bible lately 
can attest, it is one tough read. Sure, 
there are some exciting parts, but 
I just can't get into it. I mean, the 
words are italicized seemingly at ran-
dom. And who uses words like "fro-
ward" or "whither" anymore? Stuffy 
old Shakespearean fuddy-duddies, 
that's who. 
If you ask me, the problem is that 
the last widely accepted English 
translation came out in 1881 and, be-
fore that, it was the apocrypha-rid-
dled King James edition way back 
in 1611. At this rate the next official 
English translation is due to come 
out in 2151. 
It would appear then that, again, 
the Australians are ahead of their 
time. Case in point: The Bible Society 
of Australia has recently come out 
with several modernized editions of 
the Bible. 
Most notably they've produced the 
first-ever text-message translation of 
the Good Book in all its 31,171-line 
glory. With this edition they're ap-
parently targeting the cherished 13- to 
21-year-old demographic, also known 
as the cellphone-toting, Internet-ob-
sessed kiddies who can hardly spell 
their own names. Fittingly, you can 
download this e-Bible onto your mo-
bile - for free, naturally - and text the 
text from phone to phone, spreading 
the word celly-style. 
Some notable passages include "In 
da Bginnin God cre8d da heavens & 
da earth," "da earth was barren, wit 
no 4m of life," and "we luv coz God 
luvd us 1st." Tell it, brother! 
But that's not all: These biblical res-
cuers from down under have also re-
leased a translation in the Australian 
vernacular. Spearheaded by broad-
caster Kel Richards, the Australian 
Bible is heralded as "a ripping yarn 
about Jesus of Nazareth." In it, the 
Virgin Mary is described as "a special 
kind of Sheila," the Three Wise Men 
are "eggheads from out East," and 
the parable of the Good Samaritan 
is pragmatically referred to as "the 
story of the good bloke." 
Similarly, for those who live closer 
to London's East End, there's British 
schoolteacher Mike Coles's Bible In 
Cockney, which describes how "Jesus 
fed 5,000 geezers with just five loaves 
"Some notable passages 
include 'In da Bginnin 
God cre8d da heavens 
& da earth; 'da earth was 
barren, wit no 4m of life; 
and 'we luv coz God luvd 
us 1st: Tell it, brother!,, 
of Uncle Fred and two Lillian Gish" 
and "Noah built a bloomin' mas-
sive nanny." More importantly we 
also read that "Jesus heals some gee-
zer" and "Jesus ain't dead no more." 
If that's not enough Coles has also 
come out with the followup, More 
Bible In Cockney. 
However, if your schedule is so 
tight you don't even have time to 
read these condensed versions of the 
Gospel, don't fret - the 100-Minute 
Bible has hit the bookstands. This 
condensed version supposedly en-
ables you to take in Testaments Old 
and New in less than two hours - per-
fect for today's modern, on-the-go 
Bible-thumper. 
Unsurprisingly, they had to cut out 
a few passages in order to cram the 
original 66-book tome into one ac-
tion-packed edition. According to 
Rev John Pritchard, a consultant for 
the quickie version, "This is an at-
tempt to say, 'Look, there's a great sto-
ry here - let's get into it and let's not 
get put off by the things that are go-
ing to be the subplot. Let's give you 
the big plot."' Yeah, subplots are for 
suckers - especially with all the sweet 
fight scenes to get to! 
Now lest you think these modern-
ized editions are trivializing and un-
reliable, keep in mind that even our 
so-called canonical English texts can 
hardly be taken literally, as they are 
translated from ancient Latin ver-
sions of ancient Greek, Hebrew, and 
Aramaic texts. 
So, the next time you think of dust-
ing off your old Gideon Society Bible 
you stole from that Holiday Inn, save 
some time and read the Aussie ver-
sion - at any rate, it's way funnier. 
Wanted: a future prime minister 
HERE AND THERE 
BY ALEX BILL 
Each Liberal leader is almost guaran-
teed a stint as Canada's prime min-
ister. Considering the fame, fortune, 
and power that come with the top job, 
why doesn't anyone want it? 
So far, Frank McKenna, John 
Manley, and Allan Rock have all 
turned down the job. McKenna was 
certain to get the job if he wanted it. 
After he dropped out it was Brian 
Tobin's for the taking. 
Granted, Tobin would proba-
bly have suffered terribly as Liberal 
leader. The idea of Quebecers voting 
for a Newfoundlander - especially 
one with poor French - is laughable. 
Newfoundlanders probably wouldn't 
vote for him either and I doubt any-
one from Atlantic Canada is going 
to sway the Western Conservative 
base. 
Most people who have already 
turned down the job claim a dedica-
tion to their families kept them away. 
That claim is most likely bullshit. 
The chance at the prime minister's 
job is too much to resist for someone 
who has lived the political life. The 
influence and legacy alone make most 
politicians dream of the job. People 
don't run for it because they don't 
have the money for the campaign or 
they think they won't win. 
Given the state of the party 
right now it's a legitimate concern. 
However, Stephen Harper's hypo-
critical acts as prime minister - his 
very first - give me the impression he 
won't be around that long. 
With that, it's time to take a look 
at who our next prime minister could 
be now that the big names are out of 
the picture. 
William Shatner: 
He's from Quebec and is a recog-
nizable face for all Canadians. Sure, 
he's lived in the US for the past few 
years, but so has Michael Ignatieff. 
Shatner might take a more pro-
active stance on the missile defence 
shield and his ranch-life personality 
makes him appealing to Albertans. 
Paul Rose: 
He may be a convicted murderer 
and terrorist leader but that didn't 
stop the NDP from letting him run. 
The former FLQ member must have 
a certain charm to have been released 
from prison so quickly. 
Rose has a little experience run-
ning in a federal election and he 
could have a chance at winning back 
Quebec votes. It's not like other coun-
tries haven't elected criminals, so why 
don't we give it the old college try? 
Gord Downie: 
The Kingston native can win back 
those non-GTA votes in Ontario 
for sure. Considering he's written a 
nice little ditty about every part of 
the country, he's sure to have wide-
spread appeal. 
And who could not love the inter-
views. Instead of Paul Martin saying, 
"The Liberal Party is not corrupt" we 
could have Downie say, "The levels 
of treachery to which we have sunk 
are no deeper than the trenches of 
my heart and will soon bloom into a 
beautiful bouquet of flamingos." 
Steve Nash: 
He could move the party further to 
the left and his anti-Iraq war stance 
fits right in with the current Liberal 
mantra. He's also from the West and 
he could woo some Conservatives out 
there. 
He can't speak French, but if 
Harper could learn then anyone can. 
It would be no slam dunk, but every-
one knows Nash's long shot is cash. 
These options might not be 
much, but they sure beat Belinda 
Stronach. 
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What was your 
best/worst 
Valentine's Day 
experience? 
BY PATRICK SAVARD- WALSH 
·sics ·'"'. 
I was wit a gir a~d we didn't~ 
,seem to have the greatest kind o( 
relationship. ComeValentine's 
Day I felt I would be a phony if I 
did anything special, so I broke 
up with her. She didn't talk to 
me for a long time after that and 
never brougbtJtup again, 
. '•\.'. . . .--·:.'.·. 
My worst ex Hence was ast 
year when I tried to dye two white 
roses blue for my boyfriend and 
my hands were blue for the rest of 
the day. . . . ..... ''- ·' _, . 
88 ·,, 
"'~"' 
This super-hot submissions 
editor came up.tdisk me the ,; 
Mouth Offquestion and we 
totally made out. 
·· · l made a di.nher for my 
girlfriend and she broke up 
with me as soon as she got to 
my house. Mybrother ended tlp 
\\,,>~ot.nblg down · ting it with. 
'\'~\in~~' ' ' ,, ''''"" \\\, 
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Commie pigs The Kremlin return from exile to brainwash youth Fortunately for true Canadians, the 
communist uprising is still only in 
musical form, although the KDPC's 
aspirations are greater. They strug-
gled during the recent federal elec-
tion to run candidates, but the exile 
of Comrade Trotsky disoriented the 
fledgling party, thankfully hinder-
ing their efforts. 
Comrade Lenin. 
"[Instead], we believe in the pow-
er of things such as creative thought 
and imagination and music and just 
human vocation in general." The ide-
alistic fools! 
BY SENATOR DEVON 
WELLS-MCCARTHY 
There's a scourge in St John's - the 
scourge of communist rock 'n' roll. 
True, the subversive serf rock band 
The Kremlin have not organized in 
many months, but a secret rally is cur-
rently planned for Feb 18 at Roxxy's on 
George Street. Tell the people! These 
rats must be stopped! 
In a triumph of conservatism, 
Comrade Trotsky - the co-leader of 
the political Kremlin Dance Party of 
Canada (KDPC) - was exiled from 
Newfoundland last October for his in-
surgent work in socialist genetics. We 
thought we had successfully quelled 
the problem, but in actuality we mere-
ly drove the rebels underground where 
their plots for Red domination only 
strengthened. 
Spun owner 
Darrel Couch 
says downtown 
St. John's is 
·better fit for his 
creative dientele. ' 
Since then, the city has been a qui-
et, peaceful place. Few impressionable 
young minds could be swayed by the 
dance-oriented music The Kremlin 
use to pollute many honest workers' 
clubs during their rallies. Now, how-
ever, Comrade Trotsky has returned 
to further spread the doctrine of com-
munism. 
Yet, even though his return will 
be short (as officers will no doubt ap-
prehend the Comrade on sight), the 
KDPC plans to unveil a new project 
to continue the musical revolution -
the Proletariat Marching Band. 
"We've enlisted a few other mem-
bers," said Comrade Lenin, one of the 
frontrunners of the revolution. "We 
have Comrade Ninotchka, who plays 
violin with us .... There's a new bass 
player named Che and a new trumpet 
player as well." 
1his growth in party numbers 
shows the brainwashing effect rock 'n' 
roll can have on the youth. Currently, 
Comrade Lenin attests to over 450 
people claiming membership in the 
KDPC. 
"We've also had a lot of volunteers, 
people who've done everything from 
cook and serve borscht at our shows 
to our Go-Go Dancer Strike Force, 
which swelled to about eight mem-
bers by the end of our last show," said 
Comrade Lenin, confirming the wide-
spread presence of his beliefs. 
Even former bourgeois rulers - such 
as the good comrades' enslaved boat-
swain Prince Igor, who once reigned 
in Russia before the Red tide poured 
in - has betrayed his family and his 
honour to join the revolution. He now 
goes by Iggy Prince, abandoning his 
royal heritage. 
"We had really hoped to run a 
candidate in the municipal election 
[too], but ... it didn't work out," said 
Comrade Lenin. 
Yet, even without political candi-
dacy, the KDPC stubbornly refus-
es to accept the defeat of their back-
wards values. 
"We are ideologues at heart, but I 
think what we've tried to make our 
mandate and tried to express through 
our manifestos and our songs and so 
forth is that we believe less in the bu-
reaucratic regimes that we now asso-
ciate with Communist Russia," said 
Even though their outlook is ridic-
ulous, do not underestimate the pow-
er these men have and the reaJ threat 
they possess. 
"One of the things The Kremlin has 
been criticized for .. .is people don't 
think that we're seriously politically 
engaged. That's a rumour we'd like to 
dispel," said Comrade Lenin. 
Remember! The Kremlin is much 
more than a rock 'n' roll band; it 
is an entire ethos subverting the 
Newfoundland lifestyle. Their reign of 
terror must come to an end. Each and 
every red-blooded Newfoundlander 
should infiltrate their rally on Feb 18 
and help bring this communist up-
heaval to its natural Red End! 
The 
Full 
Monty 
delays 
show 
Pictured here, :.c---------------------------------~-::-:~---===:::=:::==:::;::~;::~ii 
Due to technical issues, 
Deadpan Alley's produc-
tion of The Full Monty is 
now rescheduled to play at 
the LSPU Hall on Feb 23, 
24, and 25, sponsored by 
O'Keefe's Flowers. (A por-
tion of the proceeds will 
also go to a local family 
in need.) 
Spun employee l_ 
Andrew O'Brien. 
Spun urges St John's to define its style 
RAKHTIYAR PEER 
BY SHEENA GOODYEAR 
St John's residents no longer have to 
surf the 'Net to find custom clothes to 
suit their chic and quirky styles. Now 
they can design their own at Spun -
the custom clothing store on Water 
Street. 
Owner Darrell Couch started Spun 
as a kiosk in the Avalon Mall but de-
cided to expand his base when he saw 
the potential market. 
"The store is about creating your own 
things and just customizing stuff, hav-
ing a unique, different feel for cloth-
ing and custom wear," said Couch. 
"Definitely, downtown is a better ven-
ue for many people to create their own 
genre." 
Spun offers over a thousand designs 
for T-shirts, including copyrighted 
bands, television shows, and films. But, 
customers can also bring in their own 
creations. Another popular seller is the 
customizable belts and belt buckles. 
They sell shirts, underwear, studs, 
and tote bags in the store, but they'll 
print virtually anything on any ma-
terial. 
"It's pretty much endless," said 
Couch. "We will print anything any-
body wants." 
Call 753-4531 for tickets 
or purchase them at the 
door. For more informa-
tion visit www.deadpanal-
ley.ca. 
Director Janet K Graham 
and her team apologize for 
any inconvenience and hope 
to see you at the show. 
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All mixed up: 'My bloody valentine' 
NOTEWORTHY 
BY PAUL SANFORD 
HEPPLESTON 
Ah, Valentine's Day - a holiday so 
far removed from its religious ori- . 
gins that it offends no one. Plus, it's a 
greeting-card manufacturer's dream. 
Apparently close to one billion cards 
go out worldwide for Valentine's Day 
and 850,000,000 are sent by women 
(I'm not making this up. Check the 
feature section!) Guys, we gotta pick 
up the slack here. 
This is a holiday that affects almost 
everybody, whether they're celebrat-
ing something special with someone 
special or . they're bemoaning their 
lack thereof. It can be fantastic for 
the lovers, depressing for the singles, 
and downright fatal for partners who 
forget about it. 
Although I'm happily married 
now, I had plenty of Valentine's Days 
where I felt like Ralph Wiggum - sad 
...... 
because no one would choo-choo-
choose me. At those times, a good 
mix of anti-love music would get me 
by. I have.always been a romantic 
though, so these days my own per-
sonal mix is a happy one. You will 
notice there is no Michael Bolton, 
Air Supply, Celine Dion, or Whitney 
Houston here. I also left out obvious 
choices like Ben Folds Five's "Song 
For The Dumped." (Thankfully, no 
one bothered to suggest those art-
ists, but my bias was prepped just in 
case.) 
I'd like to thank everyone who con-
tacted me with suggestions. I couldn't 
get to all of them, but please e-mail 
me about the next mix, which should 
come in the next couple of weeks. 
Check my column to see what your 
assignment is. 
i. "Five Days In May" - Blue 
Rodeo. "She loved the lines around 
his mouth." These two lovers cher-
ish every little thing in their part-
ner the rest of the world would nev-
er recognize. 
2. "Everlong" - Foo Fighters. One 
of my all-time favourites, although 
it's a little aggressive for a candlelit 
dinner. 
3. "New Year's Project" - Further 
Seems Forever. A pre-Dashboard 
Chris Carrabba croons ''I'll give 
you my life, 'cause I don't own any-
thing." 
4. 'Tm Stealing To Be Your One In 
A Million" - The Lassie Foundation. 
For every guy who has loved out of his 
league: "I am the serf and you're the 
queen, but one day I'll be king." 
5. "Don't You (Forget About Me)" 
- Simple Minds. It might just be my 
attachment to The Breakfast Club, but 
I still crank this song every time I 
hear it. 
6. "Hold Me Now" - Thompson 
Twins. A classic eighties song. 
7. "I Melt With You" - Modern 
English. I just love the eighties, 
okay? 
8. "In Your Eyes" - Peter Gabriel. 
If you've heard the song and don't 
get it, rent 1989's Say Anything. It will 
change your mind. 
9. "Dice" - Finley Quaye. Very cool 
vibe. "Nothing can compare to when 
you roll the dice and swear your love's 
for me." 
10. "Friday, I'm In Love" - The 
Cure. Robert Smith says you need to 
make time for love, no matter what 
the rest of the week is like. 
11. "Ring Of Fire" - Johnny Cash. 
When a sombre, depressing man 
who always dresses in black decides 
to write a song about the nature of 
love, you should listen. 
12. "Grow Old With Me" - John 
Lennon. This tender song written for 
When a movie sucks 
When A Stranger Calls 
Starring Camilla Belle, Brian 
Geraghty, and Lance Henriksen 
Screen Gems 
Rated PG 
BY ANSHUMAN lDDAMSETTY 
The latest teen slasher to grace the sil-
ver screen, When A Stranger Calls is an 
unnecessary remake of the' 1979 film of 
the same name. 
The original, which helped perpetu-
ate the once infamous, now dull urban 
legend of "the killer is calling from in-
side the house,'' was a lacklustre footnote 
in the horror genre. The 2006 update is 
just as bad, although that won't stop its 
target market- ADD-addled teens aged 
13 and up - from devouring this schlock 
since they're too young to remember the 
urban legend anyway. 
Directed by the Bruckheimer School 
of Kaboom graduate Simon West - of 
Con Air and Lara Croft: Tomb Raider 
fame - Stranger tells the "harrowing" 
tale of 16-year-old babysitter Jill Johnson 
(played by the teen-friendly Camilla 
Belle). On her babysitting job at a lush, 
hillside residence Jill finds herself on 
the receiving end of a sinister stalker 
or a drunken frat boy- it's hard to take 
the premise seriously when it has been 
milked dry in both urban myth and the 
memorable Scream movies. 
First shrugging off the calls, Jill even-
tually becomes terrified as they turn ee-
rily specific. Sure the kids are fast asleep 
in their beds and there's an on-call maid 
in the mansion somewhere, but that 
doesn't matter as poor young Jill even-
tually enters a "suspenseful" fight for 
her life. 
That fight really isn't that interest-
Europe, Australia or 
New Zealand. 
STUDENT AIRFARES 
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ing, especially since the movie is rated 
a YTV-safe PG. When A Stranger Calls 
has all the terror of a Scary Movie with 
an even lower IQ. 
What boggles the mind is how the 
movie was greenlit in the first place. It's 
based on arguably the ultimate cliche of 
horror movies (second perhaps to the 
'creepy noise that turns out to be the 
family cat' cliche). The ideas has been 
used and abused in countless forms, 
from CSI to comic books, cartoons to 
SNL skits. It's the fantastical urban leg-
end passed around so much because it 
takes less than four minutes to digest 
and discard. 
This lack of substance is clear through-
out the film. The actors snooze through 
their roles and have all the talent of a ju-
nior-high drama club. Belle does an okay 
job with her central role as Jill, even ifit 
devolves into running around acting 
Yoko is often played at weddings - in-
cluding mine. 
13. "No Ship Coming In" - The Lost 
Dogs. Great song about the "for rich-
er and for poorer" part, with empha-
sis on the poorer. 
14. "Green Eyes" - Coldplay. A 
countrified love song by the masters 
of doe-eyed sentimentality. 
1. "50 Ways To Leave Your Lover" 
- Paul Simon. I'm not much of a fan, 
but I'd have to retire if I failed to in-
clude this one. 
2. "Nothing Compares 2 U" -
Sinead O'Connor. Did you know 
Prince wrote this in 1985, but never 
performed it? 
3. "Tainted Love" - Soft Cell. The 
original was about betrayal, but 
Marilyn Manson's had a necrophil-
iac feel that put a very different spin 
on "tainted." 
4. "Love Stinks" - J Geils Band. 
Table nine? Right this way. 
5. "You Oughta Know" - Alanis 
Morissette. I wonder if she knew how 
popular she'd become while airing 
her dirty laundry? 
6. "Everything About You" -:.. Ugly 
Kid Joe. These guys owe all of their 
15 minutes to Mike Myers for put-
scared. Consider her approach similar 
to Jessica Biel's heartfelt work in 2003's 
The Texas Chainsaw Massacre. 
Making up for the empty air between 
credits are tacked on ideas that try to 
sound clever and realistic. Jill's sent to 
her remote babysitting job as punish-
ment for racking up too many bills on 
her cell phone. Everyday teenage dilem-
ma turned into a tragic seal of death! 
Ironic! 
It's no surprise that despite all 
ting this song on the Wayne's World 
soundtrack. 
7. "I Used To Love Her, But I Had 
To Kill Her" - Guns N' Roses. So-
tacky, but so funny (and this one 
was my wife's suggestion - doesn't 
she rock)? 
8. "How Soon Is Now?" - The 
Smiths. How could I make a list of 
songs to go with heartache that didn't 
include something from the Pope of 
Mope? 
9. "You Give Love A Bad Name" 
- Bon Jovi. "You promised me heav-
en but put me through hell." What a 
wordsmith. 
10. "Love Burns" - Black Rebel 
Motorcycle Club. Yes, I will put these 
guys on every list I can because they 
rock. 
11. "Transatlanticism" - Death Cab 
For Cutie. Eight minutes of mourn-
ing for lost love. 
12. "One ~fore Night" - Stars. One 
of the saddest songs I know. The emp-
tiness the characters confess makes 
me ill. 
13. "Cry Me A River" - Justin 
Timberlake. Stupid Britney, but a 
wicked song. Yeah, I know, I went 
from BRMC to JT. It's a mystery. 
14. "Untouchable Face" - Ani 
Difranco. The two main words of the 
chorus perfectly address the feelings 
of a jilted lover. · 
··- . 
When A Stranger Calls 
just plain stitd~~ft 
these crucial faults the movie has still 
grossed $22 million in its opening week-
end. There's a pretty teen queen who 
runs from impending death. It's a set-
up so perfectly compact, so text-mes-
sage friendly, that it's guaranteed to set 
MySpac€ accounts of 12-year-olds ev-
erywhere ablaze. 
For those who don't rely on babysit-
ting to purchase the next Avril Lavigne 
album, go watch Capote instead. You'll 
thank me later. 
-
-, 
-..... .,. 
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Focus on your 
e-possibilities 
BEST SUMMER JOB EVER! 
KEN MONT 
KENWOOD. 
Join our team! Premier brother/sister camp located at the foothills of the Berkshire 
Mountains in Kent, CT. World c;lass facilities located 2 hours to NYC, 4 hours to 
Boston. 200 acre facility includes waterfront activities, team sports, individual 
sports, outdoor adventures, extreme sports, performing and visual arts programs. 
Looking for staff who have a love for working with children and enjoy being a part 
of a team. Jobs available include specialty counselors, general counselors, 
office/secretarial staff, camp store staff and other administrative staff positions. 
E-mail tom@kencamp.com or Phone Tom Troche at 305-673-3310 
Browse our website at www.kenmontkenwood.com and fill out our application. 
Contact us if you would like to meet one of our staff on your campus. 
l+I National Defence Defense nationale 
• 
Options 
make 
all the 
difference 
No matter what 
your university 
education is, 
you can enjoy 
a career with 
a difference 
in the Canadian 
Forces. 
• Engineers 
Les options 
font 
toute la 
difference 
Peu importe 
la nature de 
VOS etudes 
universitaires, 
vous pouvez 
beneficier d'une 
carriere differente 
dans les Forces 
canadiennes. 
• Physiotherapists • lngenieurs 
• Social Workers • Physiotherapeutes 
• Pilots • Travailleurs 
• Doctors sociaux/ 
• Nurs'es travailleuses 
• Pharmacists sociales 
• Naval Officers 
To learn more, 
contact us today. 
• Pilotes 
• Medecins 
• lnfirmiers/ 
infirmieres 
• Pharmaciens/ 
pharmaciennes 
• Officiers de 
marine 
Pour obtenir 
de plus amples 
renseignements, 
veuillez 
communiquer 
avec nous des 
aujourd'hui. 
Strong. Proud. Today's Canadian Forces • 
Decouvrez vos forces dans las Forces canadiennes. 
1 800 856-8488 
www.forces.gc.ca Canada 
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Egoy_an shows film noir 
. ' 
Where The Truth Lies 
MUN CINEMA SERIES 
BY MILDRED PIERCE 
Ever notice how many recent movies 
have the word "lies" in their titles? 
Maybe it's the times, but the word can 
hold a world of meaning, doing dou-
ble duty as a verb and a noun, con-
noting both sex and deceit. Who bet-
ter to pun with our heads than Atom 
Egoyan, whose films are almost al-
ways brain games for the intellectu-
ally adventurous? 
Egoyan's Where The Truth Lies 
not only plays with our heads but 
also aims to pull at our desires. 
Unfortunately, the controversy sur-
rounding the film's three-way sex 
scene has clouded a fuller apprecia-
tion of its overall strengths. 
Inspired by the dead-serious themes 
of film noir, Egoyan's drama is about 
a dame, a murder, and the guys try-
ing to get away with it. That said, the 
plot is as wispy as cigarette smoke. 
It lures us along but escapes our full 
grasp, the way the great film noirs of 
the '40s turned whodunits into heavy 
studies of being. 
At first it's 1957 and Morris and 
Collins (Kevin Bacon and Colin 
Firth) are very successful nightclub 
performers with an act that closely 
resembles Martin and Lewis. To fuel 
their act and keep them hopping they 
drink heavily, pop pills, and lust after 
anything that moves. Into their den 
walks a blond school reporter, an ap-
parent innocent, eager to please and 
to get a good story. When she turns 
up dead in an Atlantic City bathtub 
the scandal hits the fan and the night-
club act soon disbands. 
Then it's 1972 and another writer -
another blond - is tracking their sto-
ry. She's got a lucrative book deal ~nd 
she wants to solve the mystery of that 
long dead youngster. What Morris 
and Collins don't know is that she 
keeps her own past and own con-
nection with them in her back pock-
et, hidden from their view just long 
enough to draw them in. 
For Egoyan, sex and power are al-
most always part of the same scheme. 
Clearly the same follows for show 
business, which uses one end to serve 
the other. The women in question 
are vulnerable to the men who seem 
to hold the keys to the silver king-
<lorn and they will go to any lengths 
to grasp that power. The men know 
this and they prey openly on what 
they can get. It's a sordid, time-hon-
oured, and infinitely interesting sto-
r y and Hollywood has made bilJions 
on its variations. 
At the risk of scaring you off, it 
should be said that Where The Truth 
Lies is Egoyan's deconstruction of film 
noir as he exposes the bones of pulp 
fiction to reveal what keeps the skel-
eton intact. A strong whiff of homo-
eroticism almost always infuses the 
film noir paradigm. This is a world of 
men tempted and frightened by female 
power, a world of guns and booze and 
denial. It's a world where men have 
trouble looking into each other's eyes 
for fear of being uncovered or reveal-
ing where the truth lies. 
In some ways Where The Truth Lies 
suffered late last year from bad tim-
ing when the other big Canadian pic-
ture, David Cronenberg's A History 
Of Violence, garnered so much media 
attention. In Europe, of course, both 
films got a huge and even share of ac-
claim. It's time we did the same. 
Where The Truth Lies plays 
Thursday, Feb 16 at Empire Studio 
12 in the Avalon Mall. Showtime is 
7:00 pm. 
Awards shows 
brainwash the bored 
THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT 
r-------~----------
1 
I 
I 
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BY ANGIE BARRINGTON 
I used to watch award shows when 
I was younger. It was a good way to 
become familiar with the names you 
heard on TV and in magazines. They 
were considered to be the best of their 
time and I wanted to know why. 
The first Oscar acceptance speech 
I remember was when Kim Basinger 
won the Best Supporting Actress 
award for L.A. Confidential. Alec 
Baldwin was in the audience and they 
were so in love. Now they are not. 
I have since stopped watching 
award shows. Everywhere you look 
there is news of who won what and 
what they wore when they did. 
This year, Walk The Line and 
Brokeback Mountain were the two 
major contenders in the pre-Oscar 
award show blitz. 
I saw Walk The Line and I loved 
it. I thought it was entertaining, ed-
ucating, and aesthetically pleasing. 
I thought it deserved everything it 
got. 
I wanted to see Broke back Mountain 
since I first heard· of it a long time ago. 
I waited and it started to win awards, 
but it still never played here. The sto-
ry I waited so long to see was ac-
claimed for its acting, look, and prom-
ise; it become the whore of the 2006 
awards season. Finally, it opened in 
St. John's. 
I went with high expectations. It 
won every award, so how could it be 
bad? I was disappointed. The hype had 
me so wound up that its mediocrity 
was unexpected. Nevertheless, when 
Crash won Best Ensemble Cast at the 
Screen Actors Guild Awards the next 
night I was surprised that Brokeback 
Mountain did not. 
I thought Crash was amazing. I 
cried, I was angry, I fell in love with 
the baby. The cast was top-notch. It 
had A-listers like Sandra Bullock, 
last year's love affair Don Cheadle, 
Brendan Fraser, Ryan Phillippe, and 
Thandie Newton, and that is only a 
sampling of the talent Crash has to 
offer. And, they all did an absolute-
ly fantastic job. 
Brokeback Mountain really only 
had four actors - Heath Ledger, Jake 
Gyllenhaal, Michelle Williams, and 
Anne Hathaway. There was a brief role 
for Chutney from Legally Blonde, but 
who really cares about her. 
Award shows have made me forget 
why I like movies and what I think the 
best movie is. I accept their doctrine 
because they- especially the Academy 
- have been doing this for eons. 
Why do we care about the Academy? 
There are only a few films nominat-
ed for all the top categories and they 
are all obvious. 
Everyone knows that the Best 
Actress award always goes to the 
woman who plays a difficult role, such 
as when Charlize Theron got fat for 
Monster or when Hilary Swank played 
a quadriplegic in Million Dollar Baby. 
I know Felicity Huffman will win for 
playing a transsexual in Transamerica 
and I haven't even seen it. 
The awards are predictable, espe-
cially after a long season of brain-
washing. Come March 5, I will not be 
watching to see Brokeback Mountain 
sweep the competition. But, I will 
be disappointed the next day if it 
doesn't. 
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Cat Power 
The Greatest 
Matador 
Indie Rock 
BY ANSRUMAN lDDAMSETTY 
In the experimental short Speaking For 
Trees, singer-songwriter Chan Marshall 
lazily strums through years of contem-
plative melody against a backdrop of 
quivering sand-hued vegetation. The 
film's scratchy grain and snaillike pac-
ing raises questions of humanity, natu-
ral order, and why anyone would watch 
this crap. 
But Marshall aka Cat Power is a brave 
soul. Despite the quizzical responses to 
Trees (I admit I was at peace with my 
karmic wheel after I saw it) the consen-
sus rose that it was just another part of 
her misunderstood genius. Marshall is 
considered one of the most challeng-
ing and respected songwriters to enter 
the genre. 
The Greatest is why. Snappy title aside, 
this record features Marshall teaming up 
with some of the legendary Memphis 
soul artists of her youth to create her 
best, most mature work to date. 
A combination of her Southern shoe-
gazing and an upbeat, hook-laden pop, 
the album is refreshingly easy to get into. 
On "Living Proof' she loosens the care-
ful corsetry of her signature sadcore to 
sing bubbles against haunting themes. 
There's a passing similarity to Feist, but 
rest assured Marshall's operating in a 
much higher league. 
At times tender and lush, gifted but 
nervous, it's perhaps best to let the ti-
tle track speak for The Greatest: "Once 
I wanted to be the greatest I No wind or 
waterfall could stop me I And then came 
the rush of the flood I The stars at night 
turned you to dust." 
Download: 
"Love & Communication" 
KT Tunstall 
Eye To The Telescope 
Relentless 
Adult Alternative 
BY PAUL SANFORD HEPPLESTON 
KT Tunstall is a Scottish singer-
songwriter who has drawn com-
parisons to PJ Harvey, Joss Stone, 
Norah Jones, and Sheryl Crow - all 
suggesting she's got more depth to 
her than mere pop marketability. 
Eye To The Telescope is largely an 
acoustic album accented with key-
boards, energetic percussion, and 
some electric guitar. While it is fair-
ly good, it lacks continuity over-
all. Some of the more upbeat tunes 
like "Black Horse And The Cherry 
Tree" and "Suddenly I See" feel a lit-
tle clumsy surrounded by their mel-
lower counterparts. 
Yet as I listened my focus went 
to her voice rather than the songs 
themselves. Tunstall sings with an 
enchanting and delicate touch, but 
still with plenty of force. At times 
she croons with a pop-folky texture 
(reminding me of Leah Nash from 
Sixpence None The Richer). Other 
times she digs in and gets a little 
raspy, a la Amanda Marshall. 
Tunstall's music has shades of 
pop, folk, and blues influences and 
her style, while not overwhelming-
ly original, is at least her own. She 
plays a half-dozen instruments on 
Eye and wrote (or co-wrote) all of 
her songs. This is no prefab pop 
princess. KT Tunstall is a gifted 
artist who, I expect, will be around 
for a long time. · 
Download: 
"Under The Weather" 
Arts & Culture 
XLRS 
XLR8 
Independent 
Techno 
BY ]ORN RIETI 
Thumping beats less ballsy than 
Benny Benassi and with less style 
than Sandstorm all at the speed of 
an E addict's heart is hard work, but 
somehow XLR8 nails it. 
This is absolutely ridiculous tech-
no music. It lives up to all those 
great vocal impressions your friends 
make when you tell them you wound 
up drunk at Etomik again - minus 
the leg humping. 
But don't worry - nobody will 
be having sex to this CD anytime 
soon. 
Maybe it's because the album fo-
cuses on such deep issues like re-
booting your soul, pumping up the 
volume, and letting some angry yell-
ing guy out. It's deep stuff. You can 
tell, 'cause those lines are repeated 
constantly. 
XLR8 is not even the type of tech-
no with a common purpose. It isn't 
for zoning out like Aphex Twin, 
it's definitely not for working out 
as your heart might explode, and it 
clearly has enjoyment value. 
The gimmick is that it's good driv-
ing music. Great, exactly what luna-
tic St John's drivers need, someone 
telling them to speed up and "pump 
up the volume!" That way they can't 
hear the kids they run over. 
That's what it's about, though: 
sheer XLR8tion and not giving a shit 
about anything but techno. Sorry, 
but it's total FCKN BLSHT. 
Download: Nothing. 
You,ll thank me later. 
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SIGHTS & SOUNDS 
COMPILED BY /ORN DUFF 
Have an event you would like to see 
listed here? Send it to sightsandsounds@ 
themuse.ca before Monday, Feb 13 • 
The world is waiting for you. 
What are you waiting for? 
Take a Gap Year Abroad! Experience the world. 
Travel CUTS has been offering independent travel 
options and specialized programs forover 35 years. 
· work in a cafe in Australia 
· volunteer to build a school ih C:ost~ Ri~~ '%,.,'" 
· teach English inJhailand 
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learn to speak Spanishin!!1adrid .·, 
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Across 
i. Quebec homeworks 
8.Escapc 
13. Eject from Etom-Bomb 
14. Leg boqes 
16. Hawaiian capital 
~7· Alternative theatre 
18. Expected 
19. To enclose snugly or firmly 
21. __ Warner, youngest Animaniac 
22. Aged 
25. To happen to 
27. Eat crazily 
30. Tommy __ , Pamela Anderson's 
porn co-star 
3i. __ And Crake, Margaret Atwood 
novel 
34. __ W hitney, cotton gin inventor 
35. Jimmy 'lhe ___ ' Tudeski, Bruce 
Willis character 
37. Lowest enlisted rank in the British 
Indian Army 
38. Live __ , 1985 mega-concert 
39. Approaching 
41. Hole-poker for leather 
42. Christmases 
44. To come to accord 
45. Neck garment 
46. State Of The Art 
47. Fall away 
4~t Befit 
50. They will 
7 
6 1 
4 9 
4 
A T R 
N 0 0 
N U 
AM 
M 
R S 
R A T 
52. ___ Hard, Leslie Neilson movie 
53. Time period 
55. Antigone's uncle 
57. Savage 
6i. From Nepal 
63. External layers 
66. Free word: stelae 
67. Ever knowing peeps (two words) 
68. Word fixin's 
69. Trade name for secobarbital 
Down 
L Free word: d how 
2 . Sea eagles 
3. Witchcraft 
4 . Who-bird 
5. I owe you 
6. Condition 
7. Obstacles 
8. Infertile 
9. Italian opera composer 
10. Friend 
11. Dunce 
12. 1herefore 
13. 1hough, shortened 
15. Collection 
20. Pager 
6 
8 
2 
Think you got skillz? 
2 8 3 
9 3 
. 
5 2 
8 6 9 1 
7 8 
6 5 
2 
1 3 
8 4 9 
N 
E E I N I 
N K E S E T 
23. Renaissance guitars 
24. Oil container 
26. A deer, a female deer 
27. Li8t you want to get onto 
28. __ _Ness, he's untouchable 
29. Captured on one of those mov-
ing pictures 
32. Alternative to ouchie 
33. \Voody tissue 
36. Responsible for 
37. Expensive 
40. Gangsta's from Nebraska 
43. yessydO ecapS A :1002 morf ret-
upmoc 
47. High houses 
49. From Syria 
5i. Conspicuous success 
53. There's two of these in every ba-
nana 
54. Blood network 
56. Zero 
58. Vince Young stopped their streak 
this vear 
' 59. Computer peddlers 
60. Sexy letter 
62. _ G, journalist 
64. Jay-Z's fav three letters 
65. Jacob ___ -___ Meets The Hooded 
Fang 
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Mad scientists out, bad scientists in 
Dodgy research tactics grow from 
competitive grant distribution: researcher 
BY SHAUN KILLEN 
AND PAULA MENDON<;A 
Although most scientists still con-
stantly have their noses in the labo-
ratory, recent reports suggest a trou-
bling number of researchers choose 
to forge their studies and go hit the 
slopes. 
In February 2004, a team of South 
Korean researchers announced they 
had successfully cloned a human em-
bryo for stem cells. Excitement quickly 
spread throughout the scientific com-
munity. 
A report was published in the jour-
nal Science. Among other things, it 
said embryonic stem cells can "repro- . 
duce indefinitely and retain the ability 
to form all the cell types in the body" 
and, because they match the patient's 
DNA, they can replace "cells dam-
aged by diseases such as Parkinson's 
and diabetes." 
Soon, it came to light that veteri-
narian Dr Hwang Woo-Suk, who led 
the research, had fabricated most of 
the study. No scientific breakthrough 
actually occurred. 
As well, the University of Tokyo 
is currently involved in an ongoing 
investigation amid concerns that 
research published by biochemist 
Kazunari Taira is fraudulent. Science 
also recently reported that Norwegian 
oncologist Jon Sudb0 admitted to "fal-
sifying data in three seminal papers 
published by top medical journals." 
More recently, scientific fraud hit 
close to home. CBC's The National 
aired a three-part documentary last 
week called "The Secret Life Of Dr 
Chandra." 
The series describes the tale of 
Dr Ranjit Chandra, a former fac-
ulty member in the Department of 
Medicine at Memorial. He is world-
renowned for his research in nutri-
tion and immunology. 
According to a CBC web feature on 
the story, Dr Chandra's career con-
tained a "pattern of scientific fraud 
and financial deception that dates back 
to the eighties." Suspicion first began 
to surface when he was researching 
the potential role of baby formula in 
reducing infant allergies. 
Somehow, Dr Chandra managed 
to publish results from this research 
even though his assistants had not 
yet collected the data or even com-
pleted the recruitment of patients for 
the study. Since then, evidence has 
mounted to suggest that Dr Chandra 
fabricated numerous studies through-
out his career. 
Although these are extreme ex-
amples, scientific misconduct is not 
uncommon. Last summer, a Nature 
article by Brian Martinson and his 
colleagues showed that fraudulent re-
search occurs at a regular rate. 
Of the 3,247 American-based sci-
entists surveyed, 15.5 per cent admit-
ted to purposely having changed "the 
design, methodology, or results of a 
study in response to pressure from a 
funding source," while three per cent 
admitted to falsifying or "cooking" re-
search data. 
Other examples of misconduct were 
also mentioned in the article, like pur-
posely excluding unusual observations 
or data points (15.3 per cent) and "fail-
ing to present data which contradicts 
one's own previous research" (six per 
cent). 
In light of the recent reports, ques-
tions arise regarding who is respon-
sible for preventing, detecting, and 
investigating cases of scientific mis-
conduct. A recent Nature article 
shines light on the difficulties that 
scientific journals have in detecting 
research fraud - constraints of time 
and money render it impossible for 
editors to check each submission for 
authenticity. 
However, editors are currently de-
veloping software to detect manipu-
lated images and instances of plagia-
rism. International institutions such 
as the US Office of Research Integrity 
and the London-based Committee on 
Publication Ethics are developing pol-
icies to help prevent cases of research 
misconduct. 
Martinson and his colleagu_es said 
in their study that misconduct may 
be motivated because "certain fea-
tures of the research working envi-
ronment may have unexpected and 
potentially detrimental effects on 
the ethical dimensions of scientists' 
work." Particularly, they worry that 
perceived pressure to secure funding 
and resources may drive researchers 
to lying. 
For most scientists, a career in re-
search means a strict "publish or per-
ish" philosophy. Those with the stron-
gest track record get the most funding 
and attract the best graduate students, 
while those that do not produce re-
sults may soon find themselves with-
out jobs. 
As for Hwang, an institutional in-
vestigation recently confirmed that his 
laboratory did not clone a human em-
bryo, but it did verify that he had pro-
duced the first cloned dog - an Afghan 
hound named Snuppy. 
Red squirrels eating Newfoundland says scientist 
Non-native animals 
responsible for nest 
predation 
BY JUANITA KING 
Remember when The Simpsons went 
to Australia with a frog that end-
ed up screwing the poor Aussies' 
ecosystem? Well, Matt Groening 
may have loosely based his idea on 
Newfoundland. 
Okay, probably not. But, 
Newfoundland can relate to 
Australia's overpopulation of frogs 
in that TV episode. Many animals 
we associate with Newfoundland -
like moose - are not native to the 
island. 
On Jan 27, Keith Lewis, a biol-
ogy professor at Memorial, held a 
seminar called Nest Predation By 
Introduced Red Squirrels In Boreal 
Forests: Why Introduced Species Are 
Bad For Birds In Newfoundland. 
In his talk, Lewis lists other spe-
cies found in every corner of the is-
land that are not homegrown. This 
wouldn't be a problem, except many 
of the species - the redbacked vole, 
the deer mouse, and the red squir-
rel in particular - are "likely to in-
fluence ecological patterns," said 
Lewis. 
Lewis has shown through his re-
search that red squirrels are a domi-
nant nest predator in Newfoundland. 
Yet, they do not seem to have a cat-
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Keith Lewis 
astrophic impact on Newfoundland 
birds. 
• European Explorer 
. • Ultimate European 
"The bad news is that nest pre-
dation is additive and red squirrel 
populations are probably very hard 
to manage," he said in his presen-
tation. 
Although predators do not greatly 
affect most birds, the Newfoundland 
red crossbill is an exception. It has 
declined over the past 40 years and 
in May 2004 the Committee on 
the Status of Endangered Wildlife 
in Canada designated it as endan-
gered. 
Lewis and other research-
ers point to the degradation of 
Newfoundland's boreal forest as a 
likely factor in this species's decline, 
but he also points to nest predation 
as a factor. 
He says introduced species are 
also changing the forest dynamic 
in Newfoundland. 
"After a fire or an insect kill the 
forest [it] usually grows back in a 
fairly predictable manner," he said. 
"But, because we have these intro-
• European Adventurer 
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duced herbivores, it doesn't grow 
back to what it used to." 
Lewis has looked at the forest area 
in Terra Nova National Park, which 
has areas destroyed by insects. Yet, 
when an enclosure is built adjacent 
to these areas that prevents herbi-
vores from entering, the barren land 
grows over with vegetation. 
He says such obvious differences 
led him to question the influence 
that herbivory (the consumption of 
plants by animals) has on birds. 
"That whole area in Terra Nova 
should be a nice grove of hardwood 
trees: birch, ash, and things of that 
nature," he said. "But, it's not and 
it won't be because the herbivores 
are there. So, I think it seems like 
that [has] probably had an impact on 
birds and bird populations." 
While Lewis's research has given 
insight to the issue of introduced 
species, he points to the lack of his-
torical data on animal populations 
in Newfoundland as a problem. 
So far, his research suggests in-
troduced species like the red squir-
rel have a negative effect on birds. 
But, he cannot say many things for 
certain because he does not know 
if the situation has always been this 
way. 
"If we knew the red squirrel or 
songbird populations in the 1960s 
and songbird populations now, we 
could make comparisons," he said. 
"It would be even nicer if we had 
predation rates on songbirds or on 
songbird nests for the 1960s." 
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For Rent 
TWO-BDRM HOUSE min-
utes to university/downtown. 
Off-street parking, hard/soft 
wood flooring, new electrical/ 
windows, w/d hook up. $600 
pou, available immediately 
749-6069. 
THREE- POSSIBLY FOUR-
bdrm fully furnished main 
level apt. Minutes to the uni-
versity and downtown. Hard-
wood flooring, w/d, fresh-
ly painted, new light fixtures. 
Available Feb l. $750 POU. 749-
6069. 
THREE-BDRM BASEMENT apt 
located on Macpherson Ave. 15-
min walk to MUN. Big rooms, 
kitchen, and living room, w/d in-
cluded. $750/month plus lights 
and half oil. No lease required. 
Available Feb 1. Call 464-7186, 
464-7383, or 464- 7360. 
TWO RENOVATED BDRMS with 
• 
ass1 e 
windows, siding, insulation, 
tarred roof, fire-rated Gyproc, 
some laminate and hardwood, w/ 
d hook-up, 28 Boncloddy St, $630 
POU, available immediately, call 
Alice at 753-7833. 
ONE ROOM AVAILABLE Feb l, 
five-minute walk from MUN. 
$375/month, heat/light and w/d 
included. Call 687-5568. 
ROOMS BY MALL, $300 POU. 
Room can be furnished for ad-
ditional $25/month . . High-speed 
Internet, long distance package, 
and w/d provided. Non-smok-
ing female students preferred. 
Call 746-1048 or e-mail a13hsw@ 
mun.ca. 
ROOM IN FOUR-bdrm -house 
on Freshwater Rd. 10-minute 
walk from MUN and Avalon 
Mall. Cable TV and h/I includ-
ed. $305. Available March 1. Call 
754-9226. 
UNFURNISHED BDRM in five-
bdrm home. Includes refriger-
submissions@themuse.ca 
ator, stove, w/d, cable TV and 
Internet. Five minutes from 
MUN. Parking available. Non-
smoking students preferred. No 
pets. Available March 1. $300 plus 
1/5 POU. Contact Jade at 749-4455 
or shan _ p0619@hotmail.com. 
For Sale 
ITT fTTBIWBISIBllTBIWW811Barr PSTJIIT&BIB 
FEMALE ZEBRA TARANTULA. 
8 months old. $100 ono. Comes 
with tank, heat rock, heat lamp, 
water dish, cave, and reference 
book. Call 746-5960. 
COMPAQ PRESARIO 2600 lap-
top. Excellent condition, war-
ranty. 14" screen, DVD/CD-
RW, 40 GB hard drive, 518 MHz, 
480 RAM. Offers welcomed. 
Interested? Contact chris _ mar-
tin2@mailcity.com. 
COLDPLAY TICKET to ACC show 
in Toronto on Thursday, March 
23. $100. Call 746-6965 or 754-0243 
for more info. 
2001 GRAND AM SE. 4dr, 4 cyl, 4 
studded tires, new brakes, ale, tilt 
steering, cruise control, cd play-
er, pawer seat, pawer windows, 
p0wer mirrors, pawer trunk, key-
less entry, traction. $6,000 ono. 
747-4462 or 690-5989. 
1990 PONTIAC SUNBIRD LE. 4dr 
sedan, automatic. One · own-
er, very good condition, well-
maintained (only 3 years in 
Newfoundland.) Cruise, ale, p0w-
er locks and windows with inte-
rior trunk release, am/fm cas-
sette stereo, winter and summer 
tires. Asking $950. Open to all of-
fers. 754-7907. 
2004 PONTIAC GRAND AM. 
Loaded, V6, spoiler, pow-
er driver's seat. Studded 
tires included. $11,900 ono. 728-
8651. 
GUITAR AMP. Crate GLX 120 
watts. Solid state combo 
with three channels. One 12" 
speaker. Built-in chromatic tun-
er. 16 built-in digital fx. Bought 
new in July 2005. Footswitch, 
manual, and five-year transfer-
able warranty included. Asking 
$350. Contact Jordan at 690-
4556 or iordanyoung _ nfld@ya-
hoo.ca. 
PENTIUM 4 LAPTOP, 2.0 
GHz, 512 MB RAM, 40 
GB hard drive, 15" XGA 
screen, CD-RW/DVD. $600. do-
University of Ottawa 
vidgodsell@hotmail.com. 
Wanted 
w w r a •• 
PART-TIME HELP and tutor know-
ing MS Visual Studio and/or MS 
SQL Server, reply to davidleewil-
son@gmail.com. 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED by 
Turnings, a non-profit, regis-
tered organization that attempts 
to provide safer communities in 
which to work and live. Volun-
teer training will be held during 
the evenings of Feb 21, 22, 23, 27, 
and 28. Interested persons are 
asked to forward their resumes 
to: Turnings, 70 Queens Rd. PO 
Box 13403, St John's, NL AlB 
487, Fax: 754-2784, e-mail: turn-
ings@nf.aibn.com. 
INTERSTED IN SHARING 
your knowledge of music? 
The Boys and Girls Clubs 
of St John's are looking for volun-
teers to teach some of our mem-
bers piano. Contact Erika Collins 
through e-mail: erikacollins@st-
iohnsclub.nf.net or telephone 579-
2586. 
PLACE TO HOUSESIT. Mature stu-
dents and graduate couple willing 
to housesit from mid-April to the 
end of August preferably in the 
downtown or central St John's 
area. We are animal lovers and 
non-smokers. Interested parties 
call 722-2790. 
Clubs and Societies 
PAGAN SOCIETY. Wednesday eve-
nings, meetings, ritual planning, 
fun activities. For more info see 
www.geocities.com/nf _pagan _ 
·society or contact us as nf _ pa- · 
gan _ society@yahoo.com. 
CHI ALPHA CHRISTIAN 
Fellowship holds weekly services 
and socials Fridays, starting at 
7:30 pm in ED-1020. Everyone's 
welcome! For more info visit 
www.chialpha.ca. 
MEETING NOTICE, Newfoundland 
And Labrador Chapter Tourette's 
Syndrome Foundation of 
Canada, on Tuesday, Feb 14 at 
7:30 pm at Sobeys Community 
Room on ToP5ail Rd. Hear how 
others cope with the daily strug-
gles. Share your successes or 
seek the opinions of others who 
have been through it all before. 
All are welcome. Refreshments 
February 9, 2006 
provided. Call 745-8732 or e-mail 
tourette.nl@gmail.com. 
ENGINEERS WITHOUT 
BORDERS presents: The Root 
Cause of Poverty Workshop. 
Unfair trade? Government cor-
ruption? Lack of education? Take 
an in-depth look at the real cause 
of p0verty in the Third World. 
Thursday, Feb 9, from 5: 15 pm to 
6:30 pm in EN-1040. Everybody 
welcome! Free fair trade coffee 
will be served, but please bring 
your own mug. Contact us at 
mun@ewb.ca. 
ENGLISH STUDENTS1 SOCIETY 
will hold its annual book sale on 
Feb 16 and 17 in the atrium on 
the first floor of the arts building. 
Come find novels, paetry, plays, 
histories, biographies, memoirs, 
and more! 
For Interest 
STUDY MEDICINE in Europe. 
www.medical-school.ca. Contact 
canadmin@medical-school.ca. 
BREAKDANCING MUN MOVES 
beginner classes! 7:30 pm -9:00 
pm, Tuesdays at Pete's Place in 
Hatcher House. E-mail: info@ 
eastrockcrew.com. 
SPEAK BETTER. At Memorial 
Toastmasters you can build 
valuable communication skills 
. at your own pace. Meetings are 
held every Wednesday at 6:00 
pm in C-2026 and visitors are 
always welcome. Please ioin us 
to see if Toastmasters is right 
for you. www.mun.ca/toastmas-
ters. 
GUIDING MEMBERS! Let's all 
unite and wear our guiding uni-
form to work, to school, and 
to play on Feb 22 to celebrate 
the birthday of Lord and Lady 
Baden Powell. Let's be proud! 
Personals 
CIRCUMSTANCES NEVER 
brought us together. I can't 
stop thinking about you. 
Maybe this will help -
Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 
last fall at the cafe in the 
education building, 10:00 am -
11 :00 am. Who are you? 
l1M BORED. Email me: 
waynegretzkysad@gmail.com 
Committed to graduate 
studies and research! 
~ 
IIIII 
uOttawa 
L'Universite canadienne 
Canada's university 
The University of Ottawa is becoming one of Canada's top 
research universities. In this perspective, it is investing 
heavily in graduate studies. 
As of May 2006 it will offer one of the most competitive 
graduate award and financial support programs in 
the country: 
• Nearly 80 per cent of our PhD students (Canadians and 
permanent residents) will receive at least $70,000 in 
funding over four years. 
• More than 50 per cent of our master's students 
(Canadians and permanent residents) will receive 
at least $14,000. 
• Both groups will benefit from additional initiatives 
such as our popular travel grants, which allow them 
to participate in conferences and present their 
research findings. 
Several academic programs will guarantee even m~re 
than the amounts mentioned. 
For more information, please consult the following 
site frequently: 
www.grad.uOttawa.ca 
Memorial University of Newfoundland 
Students' Union 
Canadian Federation of Students Local 35 
This scholarship fund was established by the Students' Union several years ago, and is awarded each year 
to a student who is actively involved in student life and student activities. 
Applications are also being accepted for the Dr. Wayne E. Ludlow Scholarship and 
the Dr. J. Douglas Eaton Scholarships 
To apply, please contact the· Students' Union office (UC-2000), or phone 737-7633 .. For further information, 
contact MUNSU VP-Academic Katherine Giroux-Bougard at vpacademic.munsu@mun.ca. 
Deadline for applications has been extended to 4:00pm Friday February 17th 2006 
• 
What is smarter than a talking horse? 
A Spelling Beel 
Februarg 1lfth at 7:00pm 
To Register: Drop bg OC6019 or call 737-3111 
SAFEDRIVE• 
.. . . . . . . . ····· . . •...... · ... .. ... ... · .. , .... - ....... · ·- .. 
·-wALKSAFE 
Programs ~ow underway. 
Call 7 37-37 37 for 
Information or to Volunteer. 
e~r:*d textbooks, bookt, c:ds 
,.,.-- - •.. and mueh morel 
aMUNSUs~~e 
Academic Aid 
Childcare Centre 
Your Campus Radio Station 
Student Loan Assistance 
Legal Aid 
Clubs and Societies 
SAFEDRIVE 
WALKSAFE 
UC2000 in the Smallwood Centre 
737-7633 
www.munsu.ca 
-
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While not quite 
Maple Leafs this team 
is budding with talent 
BY CHRIS TILLEY 
Many who enter Mile One Stadium 
these days to see the St John's Fog 
Devils might think the minor Maple 
Leafs still call the rink home. 
Don't be fooled by the familiar 
"Good Vibrations" of Marky Mark 
and the Funky Bunch blaring out of 
the speakers. These are two very dif-
ferent teams. 
Sure, Shannon Coady is still the 
hard-working equipment manager 
for the home side, Chris Schwartz still 
has his hands on the ropes behind the 
scenes, and Murray Chaplin can still 
be heard throughout the rink bellow-
ing for 50/50 tickets. 
But fans no longer see names like 
Tellqvist or vVellwood in and out of 
the lineup as they flirt with the pros. 
They can expect names like O'Keefe 
to be around consistently. 
Defenceman Pat O'Keefe has been 
a pleasant surprise for Coach Real 
Paiement. O'Keefe was on the cusp 
of making the team during training, 
but his speed and determination have 
helped establish him as one of the Fog 
Devils' top defencemen. 
In a 4 - 3 loss last Saturday O'Keefe 
dove to block of two slapshots in the 
span of 30 seconds, both deflecting 
painfully off his ankle. Plays like 
O'Keefe's have earned the team re-
spect in a hockey community that 
values grittiness and hard work above 
other facets of the game. 
But while O'Keefe consistent-
ly makes strong defensive plays, he 
and his teammates are frequently li-
able to mistakes. O'Keefe allowed 
his man to escape him in the corner 
shortly before the visiting Acadie-
Bathurst Titan scored the first goal 
of the game. 
Like O'Keefe's game, the Fog Devils' 
season has had its problems. They 
were forced to hold training camp in 
ort 
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While the Fog Devils have played sloppily this season, their grit and intensity has garnered the respect of many local fans. 
Mount Pearl amid conflict over the 
stadium lease. Then, they unexpect-
edly lost their top draft pick Nicklas 
Bergfors to the New Jersey Devils of 
the National Hockey League. 
The Fog Devils now sit in sixth 
place in the Eastern Division, four-
teenth overall, with the top 16 teams 
earning a spot in the playoffs. 
So, what can people expect from 
the Fog Devils in the final two months 
of play? Hopefully, a lot of improve-
ment. 
St John's Maple Leafs fans still re-
member the 1992 - 1993 season when 
the team was forced to play 56 of its 
80 games on the road due to a mu-
nicipal strike that ultimately labeled 
them "The Road Warriors." The Fog 
Devils are total opposites, with only 
three wins on the road. Learning to 
win away from Mile One will be an 
important step in the team's devel-
opment. 
Luckily for fans checking out home 
games, the team is pretty good when 
in town. 1beir home record is the only 
reason they've managed to stick in the 
playoff hunt. 
The team has a roster full of players 
who fit the desire of every hockey fan, 
from hard working grinder and fan 
favourite Marty Doyle to team snip-
er and Newfoundland native Scott 
Brophy. 
Just like finding a trend before ev-
eryone jumps on the bandwagon, the 
Fog Devils are a team worth watch-
ing during the final months of the 
season. 
The pleasures of a private spa 
IN DE-STRESS 
BY ]ENN MARTIN 
Getting treated at the spa is obvi-
ously very relaxing, but it can be 
stressful if you don't have the mon-
ey for it. 
It shouldn't and doesn't have to 
cost an arm and a leg to get into a 
good state of mind. You can really 
pamper yourself using simple things 
from around the house. Take that, 
overpriced mud wraps! 
First, make sure the time you 
choose is a quiet one. Nothing spoils 
a moment of bliss quite like someone 
banging on the door and whining, "I 
have to use the bathroom." 
Next, set the scene. Pour a nice cup 
of tea or a glass of wine and get in 
the mood to pay attention to your-
self. Turn off your phone, TV, and 
computer. (This may be hard, but it's 
worth it.) Think of a romantic scene 
from a Hollywood movie and recre-
ate it for yourself. Low lights, can-
dles, soft music, a good bubble bath 
... you get the idea. 
I assume everyone knows the val-
ue of bubble baths, but in case you 
don't I'll make it clear: Bubble baths 
are awesome. They're especially good 
when steamy and frothy with a mois-
turizing essential oil or a muscle-
relaxing dash of sea salt. There are 
plenty of options here. You can even 
sprinkle Valentine's Day flower pet-
als across the surface of your bath-
water, which can be a therapeutic act 
of love or redemption. 
Once you're in the bath, you can 
help your skin to breathe with a good 
loofah to rid yourself of dead surface 
cells. You'll look instantly rejuvenat-
ed and it feels fabulous! 
While you're at it, this is a great 
time for a homemade facial. You 
can get some fairly cheap ones at the 
drugstore or you can raid the fridge 
to make your own - at least this way 
you know what you're actually put-
ting on your face. 
1bey say Cleopatra bathed in milk 
to improve her skin and she may have 
been on to something. Try this dairy-
based mask and .see. 
Get some all-natural yogurt and 
stir in just enough oatmeal to make 
the mixture a little grainy. Apply it 
to your face, leave it on for five to 10 
minutes, and rinse it off. This is es-
pecially good for sensitive skin or 
skin irritated by the Newfoundland 
winter. 
If smearing yogurt on your face 
turns you off, you can always just use 
a good exfoliant and follow with a 
nice moisturizer. When treating your 
face, the process should be drawn out 
and luxurious. Massage your mois-
turizer in gently and use plenty of 
it. As someone with sensitive skin, 
I have to warn you that simple con-
coctions are better. 
The fewer ingredients in your 
deaning products, the less they 
can irritate you. Say no to designer 
brands, which are often just repack-
aged simple moisturizers anyway. 
So, now you're clean, revitalized, 
and smelling great. Which body 
part could use extra attention? Your 
feet. 
Use something coarse like a pum-
ice stone to soften your feet before 
you get out of the tub. Once you're 
out, don't simply dry off and pad 
around the house barefoot. Since 
you've sloughed away the dead skin, 
you need to moisturize and protect 
the new skin. A dollop of Vaseline 
under heavy socks will work won-
ders for your feet overnight. 
Just take the time to treat yourself 
right and give yourself a chance to 
breathe. Happy at-home spa-ing! 
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BAHKTIYAR PEER 
The swim team has spent this week focusing on specific skills, like starts, in preparation for the Atlantic University Sport championships. 
Sea-Hawks dive towards AUS championships 
Five swimmers close 
to qualifying for 
nationals 
BY f OHN RIETI 
Memorial's swim team isn't as excited 
as Coach Paul Dawe would like these 
days. But with each swimmer unique-
ly getting stoked for the championship 
weekend, Dawe expects some excel-
lent finishes. 
When the team competes in the 
Atlantic University Sport (AUS) 
championships in Fredericton, New 
Brunswick, each swimmer will com-
pete on several different levels. 
As an individual sport, swimmers 
usually compete by themselves, except 
for the relay events. 
Inside each race, the Hawks will race 
opponents from Dalhousie, University 
of New Brunswick (UNB), and Mount 
Allison (MTA). But, their most impor-
tant opponent is the clock. The main 
focus of the MUN swimmers is to meet 
a set of qualifying times and earn a trip 
to the Canadian Interuniversity Sport 
(CIS) championships. 
As a team, certain top finishers earn 
points and the teams are ranked on 
overall point total. Due to the small 
budget, MUN can only send 16 swim-
mers to the meet, which makes beating 
a team of 36, like the perennial cham-
pions Dalhousie, almost impossible. 
That said, the Hawks aim to chase 
down a UNB team of 30 swimmers. 
As for the others, "We're hoping 
to kill MT A," said Elissa Gellany, 
who once swam for Mount Allison. 
Meanwhile, the Universite de Moncton 
has withdrawn its team this season due 
to funding problems. 
In big meets, swimmers race in 
morning qualifying heats and the top 
six swimmers advance to the finals 
in the evening. Dawe wants all of his 
swimmers to make finals or at least 
the consolation round for the sixth-
to twelfth-place finishers. He also ex-
pects several podium finishes to high-
light the weekend. 
This week, the team is tapering its 
training, which entails a week of slower 
workouts to tweak techniques and re-
hearse racing tactics. "The job is done 
physically at this point. The trick is to get 
them motivated mentally," said Dawe. 
This will be a tough trick, as Dawe 
must coach his sprinters and distance 
swimmers very differently. 
"For a 50-metre swimmer, [perfor-
mances] are difficult to predict," said 
Dawe. "You need to get that one swim 
where everything works right. But, one 
little mistake will cost you." 
Ainsley Decker, who has quali-
fied for the national championships 
for three straight years, is MUN's 
top sprinter. This year she has come 
one-tenth of a second from qualify-
ing again. 
"She's going to give me a stroke," 
said Dawe. Decker laughs, as last year 
she waited for her final chance to qual-
ify as well. 
"I like to give people complexes, so 
I wait until the very last race," said a 
quiet but confident Decker. 
Shen Bin, a prodigious talent 
and former elite youth swimmer in 
Chinese training camps, may be the 
biggest story of the weekend. If Bin 
can equal his former best time he will 
destroy the AUS competition. Bin's 
training is slightly sketchy, as he as-
Board of Regents approves 
athletics separation 
University to hire The Board also approved crucial ation of a student athlete fee. 
changes, such as the creation of a di- Campbell also avoided the topic of 
director of athletics rector of athletics. This position will other possible jobs. He says it will be 
take control of all varsity athletics left to the newly appointed director 
BY f OHN RIETl at all Memorial campuses, includ- of athletics to lobby the university for 
ing the Grenfell campus and its re- the money to hire a program develop-
After years of research, months cently acquired Pepsi Centre hock- ment position and a marketing man-
of debate, and a presentation to the ey arena. ager in the next two years. 
Board of Regents, Memorial's VP Currently, the new Director of lbe Board also changed the title 
Academic Eddy Campbell is final- Human Kinetics Mary Bluechardt of Michelle Healey's job from ser-
ly happy. leads a committee to finalize the job vice program co-ordinator to ath-
Last Thursday, Campbell presented description. Once it is done, it will be letics co-ordinator, which better rep-
several recommendations from a re- advertised nationally and Campbell resents her duties. Healey, a former 
port on varsity athletics to the Board hopes to fill it quickly, although he basketball star, will continue on with 
of Regents, Memorial University's could not provide an accurate time- the organization. The public relations 
highest governing body. frame. work term will also stay. 
'Tm really pleased about this," he Human Kinetics will not relin- Memorial volleyball teams excited 
said. "This is a good day for the uni- qui sh all control of varsity athletics, at the prospects of full-time coach-
versity and a good day for varsity ath- however, as the new director will still es remain disappointed, however, as 
letics." report regularly to Bluechardt. Campbell also did not raise that rec-
The most significant change is the Although the Board passed these ommendation. 
separation of the varsity athletics pro- items, other controversial aspects of Nonetheless, Campbell believes 
gram from the Department of Human the report, called Now Is The Time, the decisions will be an important 
Kinetics and Recreation. The switch went unmentioned. Campbell did not foundation for the varsity athletics 
will give varsity athletics its own bud- bring forward the recommendations program to build on in the next five 
get and more :financial freedom. for a raise in student fees or the ere- years. 
cribes to the George Colbert meth-
od of practicing little before lighting 
it up in races. 
His speed has rubbed off on an-
other of MUN's strongest sprinters, 
Darrin Marshall. While Marshall isn't 
as close to the CIS standard as Bin or 
Decker, nobody counts him out. "This 
is the most dedicated I've ever been to 
swimming," said Marshall of his in-
tense training since the 2005 Canada 
Games. 
Marshall and Bin routinely pause 
from regularly scheduled practice to 
engage in one-on-one races, occasion-
ally with a beer riding on the outcome. 
While Marshall says Bin talks a lot of 
trash in his second language ("You 
die!"), Marshall manages to win most 
of the beers. 
At the meet, the team will pres-
ent well in the distance events like 
the 400-, the 800-, and the 1,500-me-
tre freestyle. For distance swimmers, 
Dawe believes a good race hinges on 
whether or not the Hawks are "mental-
ly up and ready to go put in the hard-
est swim of their life." 
The main race plan for distance 
swimmer Tim Rusted is to start the 
biggest endurance test of the meet fast 
and keep his pace even for each of the 
60 laps of the pool. His teammates be-
lieve in Rusted and are looking for-
ward to screaming for the full 20-odd 
minutes he's racing. 
Adele Gagnon is another distance 
swimmer also only seconds off quali-
fying for her first CIS championships, 
but Dawe has a specific plan for her. 
"Adele is going to need to pick some-
body and kick their ass - basically, pick 
a rabbit, chase them down, and burn 
them," he said. 
For her part, Gagnon prefers to let 
her opponents think they're winning 
before whipping ass in the final laps 
of the 800-metre freestyle. 
Other highlights of the weekend 
will be the provincial record-holding 
team of Bin, Marshall, Rusted, and 
Mark Tibbo fighting to break their 
own mark. As well, since MUN wants 
as many points as possible, Sea-Hawks' 
swim hats will appear in almost ev-
ery race. 
The main goal for all the Hawks is 
to see those caps cut through the wa-
ter again at the national champion-
ships. 
CBU hands men's team 
two tough losses 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24 But a few transition dunks from the 
Several different Capers doggedly Capers and smooth shooting from for-
pursued Justin Halleran all Saturday ward Paul Blake, who bagged four of 
night. Starting with the shaggy-haired seven from beyond the three-point arc, 
Steve Nash-wannabe guard Ryan quickly put the game out of reach. 
Keli her, Cape Breton eventually tried 'fl1e Hawks played much better 
combinations of one or two others be- on Sunday, keeping the game close 
fore giving up and allowing Halleran throughout. Halleran and Grant 
to pour in 23 points. once again carried the offensive load, 
However, Halleran and forward but couldn't close out a win as Cape 
Andre Grant were about the only Breton took the game 72 - 68. 
ones to score in double digits. Cape The pair of losses puts MUN's re-
Breton's big defence - anchored by six- cord at 7 - 7, good enough for fourth 
foot, 10-inch centre Daniel Williams place in their conference. It also ere-
- shut down the tallest of the Hawks. ates a big gap between St FX and CBU, 
Even Leonel Saintil, who sat out most the top two teams in the league, and 
of the first half, couldn't jump over the rest of the pack. If MUN makes 
a Caper team that held him to only it to the playoffs, they will likely not 
six points. get the luxury of a bye into the semi-
As the crowd filed out with more finals. 
than 10 minutes left to play, the Hawks Next weekend's games won't be 
still attempted to mount a comeback. much easier, as the Hawks face a tough 
Halleran hit several key three-point- St Mary's team in Halifax. Currently, 
ers and it looked as if the Hawks had the Huskies and Hawks are neck-and-
lulled Cape Breton into a slumber - neck in the standings, so there will be 
for a while. a lot at stake in the two games. 
-
--
--
-
-
ort 
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JUSTIN MADOL JOHNATHAN PENNEY 
Andre Grant had a big weekend as Cape Breton's defence dominated the Sea-Hawks' other big men. Meanwhile, Katherine Quackenbush's all-around performances led the women to a week-
end split. 
Women's basketball win one, lose one to Capers 
BY ]OHN RIETI 
Maureen Murrin drove through the 
Sea-Hawks defence and flipped in a 
tricky shot during the final seconds 
of Saturday night's game to cement 
a 66 - 60 win for the Capers. 
Her mom, the most vocal fan in 
the crowd, erupted with cheers of 
joy, proudly shaking her orange pom-
poms before a quieted crowd of MUN 
faithfuls. Many politely applauded 
after the game as Murrin, once a Sea-
Hawk, was named player of the game 
for Cape Breton for her 30-point per-
formance. 
"She played well, made shots, got 
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to the foul line a lot," said Memorial 
Coach Doug Partridge. "She capi-
talized." 
Murrin's relentless attack drew 
fouls from both players and Partridge, 
who picked up an early technical. On 
numerous plays Murrin would drive 
to the basket, get hit, attempt to flip 
up a shot, then crash to the floor only 
to hop back up and flash a smile of 
bright orange mouth guard. 
The transplanted Pouch Cove na-
tive is leading her team this season, 
averaging over 14 points and five re-
bounds a game. 
The Sea-Hawks countered Murrin 
with their own attack and had many 
stretches where they looked like they 
could overtake the Capers' momen-
tum. But, despite their good shoot-
ing, they had too many defensive 
errors and turnovers, most notice-
ably when Cape Breton applied a full 
court press and stole points before 
MUN could get past half-court. 
According to Partridge, stretches 
of poor defence and turnovers have 
been MUN's biggest problems this 
season: "We can usually survive one 
or the other, but when we combine 
the two we get in a lot of trouble." 
Sunday morning's game progressed 
the same, with the Capers holding a 
one-point lead at the break. In the 
second half MUN cut down on passes 
at the top of the key area and began 
to stifle Cape Breton's offence. 
Murrin finished the game with 
only eight points to match her jer-
sey number while MUN's number 
eight Katherine Quackenbush broke 
out for 18. Quackenbush's big week-
end of 38 points, 12 rebounds, and 12 
assists was one of her best in a Hawks 
uniform. She was named player of the 
game in the convincing 69 - 57 win. 
While the team won big for such 
an important game, Partridge doesn't 
think it will affect Cape Breton when 
playoffs come around. 
"I don't think it has any signifi-
cance to them," he said, although he 
maintains the win was "very impor-
tant for [MUN's] own psyche." 
Even though he thinks his team 
flies under the radar, Partridge in-
sists he's not bothered and that the 
team is working hard to improve con-
sistency: "We're just trying to stay 
focused and take care of our busi-
ness." 
The weekend split was just an-
other learning experience for the 
team, says Partridge. The lesson: 
"Hopefully we've learned the kind 
of passion we have to play with to 
beat a good team." 
SEE 'CBU' ON PAGE 3 
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